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Indictment 
inshe e o f  G. E. Z W ,  L. B. K m m m ,  G. E. E w i o h ,  
I.  N. Smimov, I.  P. Bakuyev, V. A. Ter-Vqgm ma, S. V. 
Wmhkoushy, E, A. Dreiker, E. S. H o k m m ,  1 . I.  Re& 
gold, R. V. Pickl, V. P. Olbsrg, K. B. Brm~wcYurin, 
Fritz David (I .  I. KrugIyanaky), Y. L q e  and N. Lw- 
l ye, wcu.sd of crimes covered by Articles SP, 19 atsd 588, 58" of the C&&d Cde oJ the R.SESX. 
On .lanuah 15-16, 1935, the Military Col 'um of the Supreme 
Court of the U.S.S.R. at a special session in % e city of Leningrad 
tried the case of the underground comter-revolutionary grou of 
Zinovievites calIing i d f  the "Moscow center", the principal P a d -  
, ers of which among the others convicted in that case were G. E. 
1 Zinoviev, L. B. Kamenev, G. E. E v d o k h v  and I. P. Bakayev. 
The reliminary and the Court investigation of that case estab P, lished t at for a number of years this so-called "Moecow center" 
guided tHe counter-revolutionary activitiee of diveree undergroutid 
groups of Zinovievites, including the counter-revolutionary activ- 
ities of the Leningrad group of Niohyev-Kotolynov which on 
December 1, 19W foully murdered Comrade S. M, Kirov. 
The trial establW that tHe so-called UMoacow center", bein 
the ideological and political leader of the Leningrad goup o I 
Zinovievites, knew that Us grou was i n c l h d  towards termrim 
and did a11 it could to fan this inc f ination. 
This had to be admitted also by the amused Zinoviev and Kam- 
enev, who denied that they took any part in the murder of Comrade 
S. M. Kirov, hypocritically stating at the trial that they bore only 
moral and political responsibility for the a-ination of Comrade 
Kirov. 
It now transpires that eighteen months ago, during the in& a- 
tion of the case of the a s d a t i o n  of Comrade S. M. Kiror, 8. 
investigating and judicial alrthoritim were not in posaessian of all 
the facts revealing tbe true role of he theoviwite kders of the. 
so-called "Moscow center" on the one hand and the leaders of the 
Trotskyite underground organization on tbe other, in the white. 
guard, terroristic underground activities. 
On the strength of newly revealed cimumetaacee asoertained by 
tbe investigating authorities in 1936 in comection with the diecov- 
ery of a number of terrorfst groups of Trotskyites and Zinovievitea, 
the inwdgation has established that Zinoviev, Kamenm, Evdokimw 
and Bakayev, who were convicted in the "Moscow center" case, 
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-ally not only hew that their dhmmts in L w h g a d  were 
i ao l id  t o d  t t t t r o ~  bat w m  tht h organhem of the 
aaarrlminatioa of Comrade S. M. Kirov. 
a h  ~~ that Zinoviev, Kamenm, Ev- 
andan&ofaaheraccuaedinthepramt . 
d latea, wlma the initiators and organhem 
of a m  which m being prspared on tbc lives of other leadem '4 
of ths L party of tb. Smiet w o n  ma of the ~ o v i d  
govemmmt as d. 
mla bvdgation h&a a h  &lidled that the Z i n o v i e v i ~  pw- 
sued their uiminal W pfeetiOee in a direct bloc with the 
Tr- and dth L -, who in abroad. 
h newly Esvtalad 4hmwmuM du l  without a do& 
that: 
I. At tHs end of 1932 Qls Tro* a d  Z n o M t e  group8 
uuited and formed a mibid mitar 0 0 ~  of Zjnoviev, Kamem, 
Evdokimov, Balm (from ths Zinoisvites) and I. N. Smirnov, 1 
Ter-Vaganyan an d" Mm&ov&y [from tht Tro-), all charged .' 
' "hr . -  2. pmmpd ~lndition for tha Mion of thee counter- ' 
revolutionary gr wm h d r  w o n  mmgnition of individual 
terrorim -% leadm of th C.P.S.U. and the Soviet gmn 
ernment. 
3. P d d y  h that timb O~W& ( a d  of 1932) the Tr~tsky- i 
im and Zin- d n g  on dimat hstmhna from L Trotsky, 
tbsunhimterthroagh 
their - k d ~  ho 4 a e h i t h  the C.P.S. e and .tpp* the Soviet govern- 
ment mainly on dm organidon of terrorism againat the ma~t  
Pr t x n i m m t ~ O E F t h b P q & ~ d t h s  w~mn~ed 
A With thll d in lia h h a o e n t e r  o r g d  gacid 
te- p u p  w h h  p m p d  a a d r  of ractical measmas, 
far ths m a m d i o a  of C-ad= Stah, VO~O&~OY, Ksganovieh,, I 
Kirov, Orjonikidm, ZWamv, -or, Podphv and othera 
g of NikoIayw, Rum- 
d others, who were 
Supreme Court of the j 
oat &e foul murder of I 
Comrade S. ZL& Kirw on Dacember 1, l934, on th direct instrue 1 
tiona from ZinovIsv and L Trotsky, and tmder the direct guidance 
of the uuited 
r ~b TA-Z- uniga TWO* c#& 
The testimonies of Ziaoviev, Kamenew, Evdokimov, Mrachkody, 
Bakayev and a number of other amused in the resent case, have 
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P &&liebed beyond do& that the only motive or organisdug tbe 
; ~ ~ Z i n ~ e  bloc wae t& stri to d m  poww at all . om& a d  that &a sole and deciaivs means "% for tbir, purpose 
of tarrorieti~ act6 against the most prominent 
and the toiling masla of 
their idmlogid m w -  
with bitter L e d  
country, the leadem of the 
' ' TmtskyibZinovievite counter-revolutionary blac, Trotsky, Zinoviev 
I. and Kamenev, a d  definitely into &a swamp of whitepardism. 
' o i d  f o m  and merged with the most inveterate e n d m  of the bviet Power, and k a m a  the organking force of the I& nspllmta 
of tlm exploiting elm which had h e n  r o d  in the U.S.S&. 
ation and hatred they remtted to the most &picable 
:I E P j e s g t i n g  fie soviet gommmmnt and tk leatiera .I 
C.P.SU,, namely, politicd mmshations. 
At first, in the face of the &st au~owvses of Sooiatiam in the 
USS.R., they Md to their hopear that difficulties would a r h ,  with 
which, in their calculations, tha Soviet Power would not ba able 
C 'to cope. But later, seeing that t h e  &ul& were being sue- 
f d y  overcome and that our country was emerging victorioae from 
h diflieulties, they frankly banked on the complication of intar- j national relatiom, on war and tbe defeat of tbs ~ e v i e ~  P-. 
5 .  Seeing no favorable prospecb for thermeslves, they r e ~ ~ r t e d  to the 
; gon; t h y  or an* undergrattnd terroristic group and made - 
if d the mwt etesfable method of Sgbting, namely t m r i t m  
At present the TrotskyiteZinovievite cans iratora, as a reason d for their fight a ainst !ha C.P.S.U. and the oviet government, no 
p lmgm adv.nea &e claim that the Party and the Wet mamwnt 9 , , am muhg am allegedly wmng policy, or thar ttre Q.U. md 
tha doviet ova.ment are leading th. country -to ita doom, r tb 3 : lyhgly 9 dmder0~1~ly mmted Y the put. An ?heir phrip 
,' motive for rmorting to terrorism now advance the srnxesses of 
ths buildin of Smialiarm in the SSX, the' in the 
if 
% 
d ~ a l  an economic growth of the c 
d a t i n g  the ideol p l  and politic 
hzinovievites, fan, eir hatred of the Soviet govemmmrt still more 
, and intanaify their desire to aven themdm on the Soviet gov. P emmmt for their political failure y resorting to terrorism 
In qite of obdurate deniaIs, the a m d  Znoviev waa compelled 
by the wehht of evidenes which was laid before him by the. inyes- 
. tiggting authorities to admit that: 
", . . T&a main object wbich the Tmtakfit~.Zlnooicvite center pursued warn 
h uadnat ion  of the leadm of the C.P&U, and In the first pkcc the 
amahation of Stah  and KirovVn [VoI, XU, p. 16.) 
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I Another member of this center, the aced Reingold, during examination on July 3, 1936, testified: ". . . TBa main t h k  on lshich all thc membem of Ibt blac agreed waa . . . 
&a mmgnition of the n d t y  of consolidating all forces to caplure the Party 
l o a d d p .  I muet admit rhar the rmdamental aim of the Trotskyite-Zinovi&tu 
bha waa to remove by violence d s leaderahip of tba C.PS.U. and the Sovie 
Goymmmt, and S a  in t h ~  first place. At the end of 1932 the center adopted 
a d&on to orgaaim ths Pght mr the Imdership of the C.P.SU, and the 
go-t by termdatk il.llr?&w that the Tmukyita m l o n  of he bloc 
FBatPsd hatmctioa~ fmm L D. Tmtaky to adopt the path of tcrmrism and to 
prepam ttmpta on the lib of Stalin" IVol. XXVII, p. 52.1 
Exhaustive evidence on the same point was also given duxing 
the exahation on July 23, 1936, by the accused Kamenev. The 
B C C ~  Kameaev *ted: 
T h e  -os frmD the &culdss. the victory of the policy of the 
Central C o d t ~  of tha C.PS.U. c a d  in us a new Wave of animosity and 
hrtcsd towards ttrs ldmhip of tbe Party, and primarily towards SuJin." . . W& h., tha &white w t e r  of the c x l u n t m m v ~ l n o a  orgahtion, 
the m e d m  of rhIeb I bars ennmcrated above, and the Trotskyite couuter- 
mdtUhnarg o r g a d d m  h the perrone of Sdrnov, Mrachkmky aad Ter- 
Vagaayan, nsgodated in IPSa to a n i ~  both Ibc Ziaoviavite and Trot&qite 
wnntsl'-duti~aarg &tiom for joint preparation of termislic acts 
agai- the Imdm of rbe btd &mmittw and ia  tbt k t  place  again^ 
std?n d h." ". . . The ansIn Qbg C LhaL in 1932 hth Zioovis~ and we. namely, myself 
( W ~ r r ) ,  Ed-, BaLa rmd rbe T10bkyite Idem,. Smirtlw, M t d -  
k m k y  and T a V ~ p a n ,  that the 0.h mane by whwh we could 
m - to power ru Y .& acts n g h t  the l u d a  of% 
CP.S.U, and priadly agmiw~ StPlln. It m u  d y  on thin b d a  of a 
tamorbtic n i r u g g k  M t  h a  ladan of the A.s.u. that negotistiom for 
the mion ware mdnctsd bsmcerr oturaltts aad the ,Trotskyitee." (Val. XV, 
pp, la s ls.1 
The m d  Kamanev f h  stated hat: 
". . . Homwer, om' -ag on the insupwabiity of the difficultita which 
tlw 00 wan on the state of crisin of ita acloaomy, on fht 
tml1$'2b -nomi= 2. h a  party leadenhi  bad obriawly failmi 
by the seaad h d  of lm. 
"OPaeoming ths d i k d k  the country, under the leademhip of the 
Cenurl of tho C.PS,U1 was m d d y  advancing along tha d 
of economic wtb. We mild no! help setin this. 
"Ona wash thollgbr that rs r h d  Lve ,topped fighting. But dm 
hgio of tbs w u n t u ~ - d u l i o  the d d y  unprincipled strivhg 
to ae!izc power Id aa in the% b t i o n .  The emergence from the diffi- 
cdtiea, the v i c ~ r g  of h a  pow o[ tha'Central Committee of tha CJ'.S.U, 
a d  in un a new warn of mhmty and b d  tcvwards the I& of &s 
Partg, and primarily towarde StaIiam CVoL XV, p, 27.1 
This wae codrmed dm by the accused Evdokimov who, on 
A u p t  10 tbb pear, g m  d d e d  evidence on dte organization of 
the united centex and the tenoristic position adopted by it I n  repIy 
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1 to quation put to Li by investigating a u * i l m  on 
basis dm Tromkyite-Zinovien'te bloc arose, the a d  Evdokimov 
ahtea: 
-. . . Mrachko~sky wid: T%e h o p  wm have placed on the collapm of b e  
r  party'^ policy must be considered doomed. Th methoda of s 
to now have not produced any positive resdta Tbcre ' z P " X  y one pa 
of ~mggla. and that i s  the y w a l  of the Itadersbip of the Party nnd tho 
Government by violence. . . . Seeing tbat I a p e d  with hi- Mmc-, 
no bngtr having any fear that I would not rm port him, went on to MY: 
'StaUn ud the other leaday of Lbn Party aud the &vmmmt must bo r e m o d  . 
This i e  the principal task. 
"fight there, Mrachkovsky i n f e d  ma that the Ttobkyita bad roeatred 
instructions from Trot& on ths nacmnity of organking tormristie a m r s  
on the lives of the lead- of the P w  and the Govtrnment, that Tmbky, 
terrorism wss the only road of s 
to create escrtt terroris1 gronpe for the pt~pase  of committin temrbtic  act^ 
agaillst be  leaden of &c Party and tha ~overnmant.~ (v~I.  h,p. 10.) 
Similar evidence wm also given by a member of the Moscow 
terrorht center, I. 1. Reingold, who tentibd as follows: 
I ". . . 1 mst h e n m  in tba ~econd half of 1933 and a h  h 1934 in hiu apartnmt in Karmanitsky Puwlok, in hf08(30~. Kamenc* a p p d  the &ua- 
ti011 in approximately the s a m  way 8s ZimDviev aad hacked bin condueions by 
an analyeia of the economic and political situation in the country. Kamanr~ 
a r r i d  at tho waclwion that dter all. tbinga mra not mavin toward cat* 
~ p h e  but - on the up&; therefore, expatations 01 an aufomatic 
w l l a p  were gwundlw aad tbt leadership &at bad wn up m a  made of 
too hard a granite 10 expect Iba~ it m d d  ~pbt  of iUcf;P~mm Lhl. Ka-a 
dmw tbe conclusion that the 'Iesdedp will havo to aplit' 
"Kamenev repeatedly quad Trotsky as saying: the whole mattar is in 
tha top, thedore b e  top must be m m v d '  
YKamnw adyoc~ted the n h t y  of a terrorist struggle and primarily ' the n d g  of killing Stdin, pointing out that hithil was the only way of 
wming to p e r .  I particularly remanber $in cynical m u r k  that 'hsade are 
peculiar in h a t  they do not grow on again. 
''hmene~ p r o p d  that tmoriat gmmm be traind. He said rhet the 
diatingubhhg festnre of ths aew bloc compared with La d o u s  oppoeition 
HOG m a  ihc adoption of enrrptic b t  actimm (VP R ~ W Q  p 61.1 
He farther said: 
". . . 1 have already atated b e  that the Tro~kyile-~novievie united bloc 
had no new political prognun. I baa& itself upon rhe old threadbare pladntm. 
and nonu of tha leadern of the blw occupied t h d w  with, or wem inter- 
eeted in the ques~ioa of drawing up an kind of political program tbat - to 
a07 d o g m  complete and oomi.MI. TIbs only thing &at d t e d  thia batem 
gsnmua blm waa the id- of a t W t  fight against &a h d e m  of tha Party 
and the Covemmmt. 
"As a matter of fact ths blw waa a counter-mIuthmry terrorist p n g  of 
7 
rrho strovs to m k  power in the munuy by m y  means whatewrmn 
r ! ? k V I L  pg. 727%) 
The a d  1. N. Smirnov, during examination on August 5, 
1936, a h  admitted that ha had met Sedov, L, Trotaky's son, whiIe 
he warn in Berlin an far back as 1931. 
I. N. Smirnov stated: 
\ . . In the eoture of our eomp.sraation, L S6dDv. anal~ng the situation 
fntheSotiStuk fhc opinion tbut undm Lo pruwr~t conditions 
only tho ramoPal by onco of tba leading paraop* in the C.PS.U. a$ + 
Soviet thmment d d  bring &out a b g e  In tbe & e n d  dtuabon m 
the mnntry. . . ." 
*, . . I admit dm the attitude which d a d  t m r i s m  as the only way 
of cbangiog tho -tion fn the Sadat Union was kwwn to me from a con- 
mmtion with MOT h W n  i 1931 M h i m  own position. I admit 
h t t b i . l i n c o m ~ r u m n s m u d h y I T m ~ l Y I  in 1932 in Ma p a d  
Imtmctiunm convqd to ma through Y. Cam. 
Y dm& tbu TmVr%.nyan, who witla my k m w ~  mducted nwtiatiool 
m t h ~ ~ ~ a n d t b s ~ ~ i ~ ~ l a m e o f t h s T m ~ o ~ p p .  
Iondh 1-a b h ~ r i t h ~ ~ ~ , Z i w ? k  ~d t h ~ b m k d ~ # f ~ ~ g  f6t 
dot q y i ~  the C.PS.U. d &a Met Gave-& an that L 
a ~~ be* tsrror u g d ~  the l a d e n  of tbe C.P.S.U. 
4 nl tboSaia.ut. r.nzZ'z3 h.b of t b  b*a* OroL XXlX p p  9b1M.I 
The a a c d  V. A. Ter-V yan m&md this evidence of the 
.sowed SmLnm, admitting= participation in tho unilad center. 
on in &ir center of the a c e d  I. N. 
and Kamenev. 
UThs Trotnkyitc &tiw hwded by L PI. Smimv, in iia countcr.rmolu- 
tionary urtlritlr. fplaw foamd Lurid and .ninodq. against * 
I d e m o f t h s C P S  . .. .Itrpksoa thiehatrsd that LbcbXocwasfoundd.. .. 
wol. xxxym, 8. 11.1 
The accuned Tdaganyan aloa admitted &at as far back as 
1931 : 
"Ssdo~ rcccivad from Trotuky r htructioae for L N. Smirnov and the 
tmdewmd Tml.hlta i. *a rc adopt tb. m t  rcdw *ad + * of tha ~ r r ~ y  and im ~ m d e m ~ p . ~  (VOL X X X W ~  P 
Confiming the d e n m  of the accmd Mrmbkovaky on this 
point, the a-d Ter-Vagmyan W e d :  
Thus, there ia no do& left that the Trotskyite-Zinovievite bloc 
bad turned into a group of tmprinciplad, political adventurers and 
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h Xn conformity with the oourm taken by the Trot&yit,Zin&te 
i under ound bloc of h i n g  power by any means, tba memhtm of 
I thin bL widely practid double-deal' u the special a d  main 
method in their relations towards the 7f arty and the e f y n t .  
They bmuf this doubledeaiing to mtmmona dimmaom, and 
; t r d o r m  it into a system that might r o w  the envy of m y  hf
'# 
and Maliaovaky, of any m t  servioe with all ih apim, prowreabe~rs 
and agents for divedve a c t i v i t k  
One of tk principal aims of the T r ~ ~ o v i e v i t e  bIoc: was 
in every poseible way to co-I and mask its counter-rwolutionary 
activities and the organization 01 terrorih acta 
On this point the accused Reingold tidfied: 
". . . In 1W-34 Zinoviov told ma w h m  I wm alom with him iu &du .pan- 
mant that: '. . . The rincipal ractical d is to orgdm & v e  work 
~ ~ m ~ ~ t ~ p n o % s ~ m L i n s ~ o m p ~ ~ . n r ~ ~  .... 
... W h e t l u n d e r ~ d o n t b e m a i n t h I n g L ~ t a d s g m y  
cxmnsetion with tha orgmhtim If am& of tamistic activitias, you m w  
&tically deny It and argue tbtt terror Is iaCpmpetiMa with tha r i m  of 
BoU+Maminb' (Vol. XXW, pp. 110, 112.) 
Similar inetrnctions wsre given by L Trotskp, who mmmmdd 
that when terroristic acts were committad tbgr ahodd bs h v o w e d  
and "a position should be takem up analogous to that taken up by 
the Central Committee of the S o c i a U l  toward 
Mademe Kaplan" who shot at V. I, M. 
Another reanon why the united ceater resoaed to profound 
w y  and carefully masked its terroristic activitiss was that one 
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of its aims was to betray the vigil- of the working clam and thd 
maatm of the toilers. While preparing h e  maasination of Comradsl 
Stalin and other leaders of the C.P.S.U., the united aenter s i d  
taneody strove by all mans in its power to $vo asmuanom of iw 
loyalty and even devotion to the Party and the Soviet Power, d 
it8 repentance of pamt mistakes and of its readiness to serve the 
proletarian revolution honmtly. The leaders of the tmitd center: 
figured that h a w  been "forgiven" they could, after killing Com- 
rade Stdin, u t i k  this Worgivemas" to come into power. On this 
point the Reingold testified: 
". . . Thsp k&md-l am speaking of rbs ltadara of thc TmtakyibZb 
*Isvita ~ c m t m - t h  ths fact that wu were forgiven while Stalin was still slim 
the fact that oonfidmea wan placed in us, would emure our coming nenrer to ,  
the l a a d d i p  md to me; and foIlowhg &a. after Zinwiev, henamenw and 
&sir snppertm bad come ~nto pomr, th would ensare the return alao o f ,  
T h y  to ibs leademhip and to power." %ol. XXVLt, p. 168.1 
Tbb was alao taatihd to during examination by the accused ! 
Kamenev: ". . . Wc d i w d  his quastion more than once. We ou~lined and dtcided 
an two @I% wayo for h a  lsadars of rbt Trotekyit&inoviwito bIoc to 
mme to porn, 
'%a ibt, and wbu mimed ta ua to be tbe maat feasible way, wan that . 
dter a tmoriotk act had bean committed agahmt Stdin, hare would enam 
ddoa in dm leademhip of the Party md the Government, and n q p t i a h  
would be opsrwd Hith us, the lcsdetx of tha Zinwimita bloc and in the 6rnt 
place with Zbviev, and Trot&. 
"% a s s d  that in them nagothtiom, mydf  and Zinovisv mtdd occupy 
the Isadin psitiom m the Pnrty and the wun for Even with Stalin wt, 
b our & of doubledealing, h.d 0 b U i . d  2~ G. fodvenm of our 
miaakm by the Party and bad been taken back iito its ranle, while ow 
mtic ipath ,  that b Zinovid~ end Trotsk$e, in he termriatic mta 
would remain -t h%e Party m d  tho mmtq. 
"?ho wand way by which wa auld seiee power, and which seemed to ua 
t 0 . h  1- reliable, wan &at dtm e termriatic act hsd been committed against 
Stah, tho Isadembip of the Party and the country would be thrown into a 
state of nacortaiuty d dieorgmhtiw. 
"Ths leedm of the Tmt&yimZinoviavita bloc would b able to take 
advantage of the Eoaftlaion to compel dw remaining leadera 01 the Party to .. 
admit nu to p o w  or lr to 'old to ua their plucea. 
apmame a n d h  participation in tho s k d e  for power 
lpem tekm a6 a matter of maras" Wol. XV, pp. 33-3L) i 
The united Trotakyit&inovievite center took the path of terror- 
ism under the direct influence of L. D. Trotsky, who ersonaUy gave 
the m d e r s  of the united center a number of ver al and written 
imkuctions to this effect. 
g 
DrPing axamhation on July 20, 1936, the accused S. V. Mrach- 
fr+ testi6ed: 
U. . . We Tmtmkyitm adoptd t& policy of terntiem long before the bloc 
with Z i n d  and wan formed. In 1431, when I. N, Smirnm was in 
I 
I0 
Berlin and d l i s b e d  wnract mrh L Trotdq, h t n d o m  w m  racairad b m  
dm kt- to proceed tu the orgamhtion of d m  group of Tm-" 
(Vd xm,  pp. 40.41.) 
" According to tho htnwtiona of L Tra mmd in 1931 by 
'1. N: k, we wera to kit1 Win,  V O ~ ~ I W  and 
to bo killed 6ta" [Val. Xvm, p. 42.) 
%mom* sulin nu 
On T r o w s  attlttlde towards forming a united Trotskyits 
Znovievite blm and adopting terroristic metbods of strug&, the 
aceusad Mrdkonky testikd aa follonrs: 
" . . . I n ~ h b ~ d l a o ~ l ~ f . ~ . ~ p m b e f m m ~ & p * ; h o  
qnmtion of the nmmsity of unithg oar mganhtion with rks Z i n o v i a P - w  
md Sbatakin-Lominadxe grmpe,. . . It waa than decidad to e d t  L M y  
on thin -tion a d  10 obtain hSs diractio~. L Trotsky mplitd, 
rhs formation of a blm on ths mdition that the gmupa tinitjng io the loe 
d d  a g m  to the n-ity of remo 
""$"
violmw the Itadem of the 
CPAU. and Suli. h the first p h *  3. %CmL PP. 4% 45.1 
This evidence of Mrachkwsky was fully mn6rmed by tha mcmd 
breitser who during examination &ed: 
". . . On the direct iaetructhna of L Trotalty, ow all-unbn d the 
RotsLyitc-Znopievite bloe was to prepare and carry om tbe a m m h h n  of 
Stah a d  Vo&w for the purpow of bebeding the leadorship of the 
CP.5.U. and the Red Army!' (VoL X, p 99.) 
I In 1934, tbe acollsed D r e h  sonally &d wrim inetrac- F tionn from Trotsky, through k rotslry's mn, Sedov, to prepare and 
carry out a terroristic act a g b  Comrade Stdin. Th18 h e r  waa 
kitten personally by Trotsky. According to Dreimr's cony 
the cententa of tbis I-r mre an follows: 
I "Dear friend. Convey that today rm h ~ v a  ths fdl- m*in ta& bafoPs 
us; 
"1, To remotrs StaIh and vororldlw. 
"2. To unfold work for or- nudai in tho a r q .  
"3. la the event of war, to take advantnge of mery d a o l s  d e o d m h  
to cap- the leadamhip." 
The aceused Dreitzer stated that " h e  letter ended with b ? m d o n r  
to kmp Trotaky informed of abe progress of the work done in ful- 
fillment of the above ' ' '*ma. I mast add that thses h t r ~ & ~  
of Trotaky fully conhmd the i d o ~  I d y e d  from &&a 
kovsky in May, 1934." (VoL X, . 1M-103,) 9 This letter was addressed by rotsky to D d m s  personally as 
to one of the people most devoted to him, and who at me tims wm 
chief of his personal bodyguard, 
D r e h r  handed this letter to Mracbkov&y, who, according to 
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thb testimoay of D r e h  and of Mrdkweky himself, eventually 
dmtroyQd.i! for maama of atxry. 
In adrlltron to the abowmenhoned letter, Trotsky sent to the 
Tmtakyite.Zinovicvite center a n h  of other verbal and 
W o r n  ooncerniag mmrh~ In particular, he handed to the 
w e n d  Holtzmm M o m  of thia nature when he met him per- 
mnally. Hohimm d am a h h m  liaison -L Tree and 
the T r o ~ Z i n 0 ~ ~  esntm* 
Tha investig&on ham d l l i s h s d  that &r the smash-np of the 
Tro&yibZinopievite o e n h  in cwnection with the murder of Com- 
rade Kirov, L. Tro k I f  a a a d  the ledemhip of terroristic 
activities in the U.S. "4s & aud began -04 to presn forward the 
organktim of tba awmmt~ 'one of ~ o m r  t Stalin and ~oroshi- 
lav. For thh parpow he t& steps to r&om the terrorist group6 
in the U.S.S.R and to stimulate their activity by d g  a number 
of his tried agate to the U3.S.R from abroad and a h  by uaing 
for thh p w p e  pmmm belonging to tmbqround Troiakyite 
organizations in the U3.S.R who m t  abroad o d l y  on ofiial 
bllsiness. 
The h d a t i o n  has eatabIi&ed that at variom times the follow- 
ing d ~mns  were eent h m  Btrlia to MOMOW ae nueh en&: 
V. Olberg, ban-Yuria ,  Fritz David (Kroglyan*), 30-i 
Lurye, Nathan L e, and m r a l  o b  who received directly from 
L. D. Trotnky an "d I& wn Sedov (L L T t o e y )  instmi& 'ons to 
organize at all co& the d n a i i o n s  of Comradwr Stalin, Vom- 
sbilov, Kaganovich and other I d e m  of he Party. 
One of these T r o w t e  age114 V. Olberg, who a r i d  in tbc 
U.S.S.R with the pmport of a c i h  of the Republic of Honduras, 
stated whan arraaed and : 
" . . An I ham hmd tmtZed, I bagan active Trotakpita rmrk at dm 
uon to the parsom I barn entrmented, I wm ~ d 1 9 3 0 . 1 . a d d i ~  
p e m n d y  cormected with %i&y and hi# son Lev Sador; I carried out a 
n h  of d p m n t a  gim c ma petarrdy by Trotsky in oonncch with 
rhs TmreLyite organhion, d I waa bia +I in hrmaay. As-Tr+f* 
tmkary in Gsrmsng, I carried on work m ths Trotskyite organleation an 
Berlin and h maintaid ~t W ~ Q M  with tho Swiw Union. I main- 
tained ~clnnmxionn with tb SoPia Union msbg a d k m  and placm which 
Ltv !hdov indicated to ma- w01. XZU, p 24) 
V. Olberg admitted that he arrived in the U.S.S.R. illegally for 
the purpose of carrying on Tro- comter-revolutionary work 
and of organizing a terrorietic act a g h  Comrade Stalin. 
During &tion on Februrrry 21 of this ar, V. Of berg teati- 
fied that during m a  of his meeting with L F rotsky's eon, Sedov, 
the latter showed him a letter from Trotsky in which Trotsky ro- 
p o d  that 01berg be r n t  to thc ~ov ie t  Union with a poup of L r -  
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man Trotskyha for the purpose of preparing and organieg h e  
murder of S f i  
'.. . Ia P i  w, V. 0- gas on m say, TwskY - to stdov 
6 t a t h g  that ha fully agmd with bin propDsal &at I L wnt to the W 
Union. Troiskj wmte that ht c o n a i d d  me to bs sn & d 1 1 ~ 1 y  wtlP.bla ' who muId be f d y  died n p n  h M per5Ieua a 
To Olberg added: 
'Sedov eaid to me it WM my duty to e o n 4  by s ~ s r y  p d  msaru 
Trotaky's role in ttra orgdmdon of s tarro&ic act a&t S d h ,  a d  dmt 
r wsa if I m a ~ m t e d  hohnmst~ness  in whichmyrobof a tma& Irould 
bs ~ l u t t l y  Jviow, I wan ta m d  the fact that I a a d  
r*aa ~armittillg the t e r d l t i c  act On T d y ' S  (Vd. m, 
pp, n, 78.1 
1, - Aa the inv&ation bas d l i d m d ,  V. 
1 
U.9.S.R with the pawort of a &ken of the 
t obtained with the aid of tbs German & p o h  (-PO). 
On this point V. Olberg, daring m a t i o n  in the & of the 
L State Attorney of the U.SS.R, t d h d :  
I IVd. XXI, p. m.1 Re-examined on tHe question of his camaction with the Gestapo, V. Olbtrg on July 31 of this year d e d :  
" C O ~  a h  my t d m o n y  of May 9 of thi. y u .  I .pphuL. tbat 4 
connectwn tbe fh tqm w&s not at dl an -ti of which one a d d  
. p d  as of tbe fa of an ~ v i a d  h m a  th% or ih. T W ~  
in conformity dth ths b t m c t i o ~  of L Tm &ugh Sedm. Th "r connection 4 t h  the h t a p o  f o n d  tho liao o mgani&g t m d n r n  iu the 
usaa. agaimt the Imdsrs of ths C.P.S.U. and the Met -t. ". . . !hem1 timen 1 met a prominent OW of the -go, h 
was not msntiond to me, ad f did not wddm it convaaiapt to in* W f i  
this o6dd I d t e c d  my buar jo- to M-m and my p h  
tho p r e p d n  of a terroristic act. This oWal knew my htk an an 
of he Gcutapo to whom he advied me to apply for help whenever n-.*' 
( Vol. XQ p. WL269.1 
This testimony of V. O k g  was fuIly coafinned by Paul Olberg, 
also an agent of the Geman wePet police, arrested in cunneotion 
with another caw. It was Paul Olberg who put his brother V. 
as both of them testify, in touch with the h p o  and belped 
Olberg to obtain from the Gestapo the paaport of a c i t h n  of the 
Republic of Honduras, which figures as an exhibit in tbe 
oa*. 
la 
Pad Olberg alao confirmed the fact that V. Olbrg'e journey to 
the U.S.S.R was o r g d  with tmoristic purposes. During exam- 
ination on May 16 tbia year, Pad Olberg testifies: 
". . . V d m k  Olberg info& me that an officiul of the G e r m  Secret 
Poliec told bim thac d persona taking part in preparing and committing 
terroristic d d  be given dnge in Germany." (VoL XXIV, p. 231.1 
Another Trotskyite ent, sent to the U.S.S.R. with terroristic 
tasks, namely ~- a urin, tmtified: 
"My own r& wm &nt I a n i d  in the U.SS.K. as a person particulu~ly 
t d  by b v  hvidovieh Trotsky with a spscial mission and instructions 
from him" (Vol. rv, p 90.1 
As the invdgation has established, this "special midon and 
insttuctiona" were to organize the assamination of Comrade Stalin. 
This wae admitted by the a c c d  Berman-Yurin, who testified that, 
on meeting L Trotsky in Co@agen, ka d v e d  from Trotsky 
directions to kill Comrade StaIin. 
". . . Doziag this conversationu, aaid the a c c d  &rmao-Yuria, 'Troflrky 
opmly mid to me that in the figbt again~t Stalin, one must not hasitate to 
m r t  to ertmm ~ l u r s ,  and that Stdin must tre physicdly dwtroyed." 
cv* N*& 36.1 
teky amphasid that the attempt mumt be prepared very d u l l y  
and 'dk-sctly and ahodd be timed witb so- big p0hlica1 ewnt of 
intentatbaa1 Importance. It mold be most preferable, if tbe opportunity a m  
to nra)ra the attempt coincide with mme plenum or the c o w  of the 
Camintern. Trotsky eta* that such a tsrrorbtic act c o d t t s d  at a c o a g m  
or plenum would m m d a t d y  wume the oaturt of an hternationul political 
event; It would row &a m a w  far beyond the tontiem of the U.S.S.R. and 
would &a rim to a powcdul movemoat. 
YTrolakg told me that this terroristic act against Stalin must not be com- 
mitd E I C C ~ ~ ,  on the quiet, but that ths assashation must be commit& 
pubhly,  More azt international forum." (VoI. W, pp. 38, 39.1 
Simultamody with Beman-Yurin, L Trotsky sent alm the 
accllsed Fritz David (I. I. KmgIyanaky) to the U.S.S.R. to prepare 
terroristic %eta 
In h a  autumn of 1932, Frit  David (I. I. Kruglyaaalry) alao 
had a meeting with L Trotsky, arranged for him b Sedov. In & conversation with Bim, Tro* proposed that Fritz avid (1, I. 
Krugl ansky) undertake, as he exp& it, the "historic mission'' 
of ~ i l$  Stalb. 
Fritz avid (I. I. Kruglyansky) testiiled: 
". . . Wben proposins that I go to tbs US.SA to kill S t a I i i  Tmtskg 
adviasd me, for the mke of seerscy, not to &tah o n connections with the 
Trotskyiten but oa&y to &em 10 Iha policy orthe Caatrul Committ~ 
of tht Communist Party of Gsnaaay. 
"Thin w n . w ~ t i o p  with Tromky took placo in November, 1932, and I 
accepted him proposal to  kill Stslin." (Voi. VKI, p. 73.) 
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011 arriving in the U.S.S.R. Berman-Yurin found FStz David 
(I. 1. Kruglyanaky) at an a d b  given him by W o v .  Fritz David 
(I. I. Kraglyansky) and Berman-Yurin decided to carry out the 
amassination of Comrade Stalin at the Seventh Ccmgm of tbe 
Cornintern. Tbih however, they failed to do owing to ibe fact that 
Bemn-Yurin was unabh to get into the Congress, while Frjtz 
David (I. I. Kruglyansky) , although he got into the Congress, oould 
not carry out his criminal intention becanse he sat far away from 
the-presidium and bad no opportunity of getting near to Com- 
rade Stalis. 
As kth of the amused admitted during the i a v d  ation, Fritz S David (I. I, Kruglyaasky) was to have shot Comrade t a l i  at the 
Seventh Congress with a Browning pistol which he had received 
from Berman-Yurin. (Vol. VIII, p. 77.) 
The investigation has also established that the terrorist group 
headed by Trotky's agent, Moissei Lurye, whom Trotsky m t  into 
the U.S.S.R. from abroad, wm actually arganiaed by the active 
German fascist Frans Weit%, the representative of H h l e r ,  at that 
time the Ieader of the fascist SS. detachments and now the director 
of the German wtet poIice (Gestapo), 
On this point M. Lurge, d e d  on July 21, stated: 
"Nathan Luryc replied that he was *till, aa before, a convinced Trotskyite, 
end he reporid that a tomria group, a d l  In aumbar, but wry d i l c ,  
had been organid here ip Maeoow in April, 1932 . . . 
". . . When I naked on d o s e  insimctioa~ and at &we initiative this mtion 
group had bean o r g a n a .  N. turyc answered that the action p u p  waa 
created by a eenain Fram Weiw . . . ". . . When I ded who was Fmnz Weitz, N. L n q s  at firat ~ r y  unwillingly, 
amwered as follows: Frmz Weitg £B an active membar of the NdonalSociPliit 
Pany In Germrny and a trnsttd man of Ehdu (the prawat direem of thu 
Gmrapo in Camany). At that time BimnJer m a  the Ieader of tbe 'SF- 
Blackshirt Guarda. . . ." ". . . The main taek of ths group, according to Wbitq wae to prepare 
ttrmris~ic acts againat Stalin, Kaganovicb, Yoroshilov and O r j d d e s .  . . !' 
(Val. XXXII, pp. 243, 244) 
The amusEd M. lLurye communicated to Zinoviev in detail N. 
Lqe'a  report, desiring to aecertain Zinovids attitude towards 
c o n n d o n s  with the faaciate and the Germa~ secret police. 
After listening to M. Lurye's communication, Zinoviev replied : 
*What is there in ~bia to disturb you? You are a historian, M o U  ilyich, 
you know the case of Lassalle and Bismarck. when h u e  wanted to m e  
Bismarck in   ha inlcreste of the molu~ioa." ". . . & means of thb bbtotical parslldn, added M. Lur).c, uWaovicp 
wanted to prove the possibility nnd the necessig of ntilixiag an alliance with 
the National-Socialists in the 6ght against the C.P.S.U. and tbe Smriut gm- 
ernment." (Vol. xxxu, p. 252.1 
M. Luryw'~ ttsttimon war f d y  c d r m e d  by N. Lurye, who, 
during examination on f uly 21 tdfied as follows: 
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UI mu& ad& thu from the uuum of 1932 to the ad of 1933 the 
actiw group of w h M  I was tho hood w m  actively prapdng a 
-ie act q p b t  tbo PmpIds C o m b r  of hfenao, V o ~ o v .  . , ." . . . I mu ca-nniorwd to do thia by F r w  Wei- a German 
architsct, m a d m  of the National-Sacialhi Party of Germany, repressntet~va 
d Eiimdsr, now direaer of ths Gestapo." 
", . . k 1932, leaving for Germany for hia vacation, Franr 
Weim at ma in c h q a  of the terrorfst action group and out M o r e  me the 
0Pp-g m n .  nn t o m r ~ t i c  urn .yifia SU, WnmiA 
.ad V o r d i k m  (VOI. XXXIII, pp. 141.142.) 
Thm the a c c d  M. Luye and N. Lurye, by d l i s h i n g  direct 
orpkt iona l  contact with the German fascists and the German 
snxet polbe, k a y e d  tha inter- of ih Soviet state and commit- 
ted mamn again& du5r country. 
F h l l  the ' ances astablished by tbe investigation &ow 
that L Bo+&E%v, ~ e v  and others, ths leadera of the 
Tmtskyi~Zinovievite bloc, in their fight against the Soviet govern- 
ment sank ~1 low fhat their momb prwed to be more contemptible 
than hose of gaqp of the most hardened criminals. While argan- 
i h g  !erroristic acts against the Ieaders of the C.P.S.U. and the 
Soviet statg tha leaders of the unitad center simdtanaoua1y were 
preparing extenhate thet own terrorist agents in order corn- 
plstely to mpe out all uacw of their cr ima 
On this point the a d  bingofd testified as follows: 
" Z W w  and Kamsnep did not ex~lnda the p o d b a t y  that the O.G.P.U. 
man in &on of the b c l s  of the ccmsgirscg the Stats which 
m behg prepared by them. Therdnre hey regarded it an their most im- 
partant task ro a y  svmg pomibla mcs of the wimm mmmitttd For 
pmpose it waa propod to appoint B&JW chainnatl of the O.G.P.U. Be ww 
to IM cbargtd w&rb the function of phpically extermhating the persons who 
d i r d y  carried out aseta agaitlrt S t d i m  and K h v ,  as well M base 
w o h m  of th* O.G.P.U. who migbt be in p o w i o n  of the threads of the 
miman d t t u d . "  (VoL XXM, py. IS16d) 
II.  Tlbe U& T r ~ b i t e - Z h M e  Censer a d  tk 
A~~ of C o d e  S. M. KKw 
k was already established in the case of Nikolayev, Rumyaatsev, 
Kotolpov and others shot by sentence of h Military Collegium of 
tbe S reme Court of the U.S.S.R. on the char of murdering 
Comr 3 e S. M. f i w  on II1,1934, &at gccl connstiom 
existed between the group of Zinovievites in Leningrad who wm- 
mitaad the murder, and the accnaed &oviev, Kamenw and Bakayev, 
a h d y  convicted in the caae of the so-called "Moscow center". 
At the present time, the invest' a- authorities ate in posseaim 
of facte eaahliling beyond d o s t  that the murder of S. M. Kirov 
wan committed in aceordance with decision of the united 
TrodcybZinovievite center. 
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lk was admitted at h e  prelimhry 
ity of active me* of variow 
mupa, including the a c d  En&, h m m m ,  Evdokimov, 
b&ayev. MrschLo* and others. 
The amused Evdokimov fully c o d m d  tbiil by declaring at 
the examhation on August 10 of this year the fouowhg: 
". . . At the vial of h e  KiTW mndm case, I-Edokhw, with %0vh1 
Kamenev, Bakay~;  Gurtik and others, dwsivtd tbo govemmmt anthoritiw 
and the court by concealing that tha mnrdrn of Kirov WM p r q a d  md c a d d  
out by ua, the memkra of the Trodyit~Zinovievi~ bloc. 
'The murder of K h v  was committed by tbs Lainpod tcrmdst center 
on the direct insiructione of the n d t d  center of rhs Trot&h&mievite 
hinc. (Vol. XKXVI, p 6.1 
.'. . . In 1934, Zinwisv, acting in h e  nams of ths Tr dhoviavite 
organisation, gave Bakayw direct i m i a n a  to o q n u h  murder of 
Kiror. 
-z 
"In addition to Znwicv those. taking part in the d&on to d r  h v ,  
included Kammm, myaa--EEvdoLimoP, hkayev, and a h  mp-tatism of 
h a  T r o w t m  in the pmsonu of Mteehkomky and Tur-Vagnnym In ordm 
tu prepare the murder, Bakaym went to Leningrad in the auttrmn of 1936 
and them m t a b l i i  mtact with the active mambwe of ow 
Kotolyna, +. Rmqanua ,  lurdohtlmm d Mpnikov,  &=*id 
swalled h tacroriet cater. The Leningrad cenm W an active group 
of tcmrbta, 8" M y  engaged in prepamtiom for the murder of h." 
(Vol. XXXYI, p. 6.1 
After obdurate denials, the a c c d  Zinoviev, convicted by the 
testimony of a n&r of other amused, had to admit that as 
**afar back aa 1932 the united TrotBkyite-Zinovievite center had de- 
cided to organize terroristic acts against Comrade Stalin in MOSCOW 
and against bmrade Kirov in M g r a d .  
*In the autumn of W, oletad tha a e e d  &vim, %I my villa at 
nyin&oye, in the p m n c a  of Kamanm, Bakqev, Evdokimor md K a m ,  I 
instructed B&yw to prspara s temorbtic act a@mt St&, md Karm to 
prepare a mmht3c sct againat Kim.'' t Vol. Xa, p. 96.1 
I The a c c d  Zinoviev tdfied: 
"In 1934. I do not remember the exact month, in ths midds of the w 
E d o k h o v  informed me of one of Gmtik's tdp. to Laainpd dwhg &cb' 
Gsrtik wtabliehcd contact with Kotolpov. As a reault of this W g  Kotolpw 
told Gtni hat  be wan taking a d i t  part in rho p q a r a t h u  for the 
ammlnation of Khw.'' (Vol. XII, pp. 37, 38.1 
This was a b  testified by the a c c d  Kamenew, who m d h d  ' 
the fact that a conference had taken place in Ilyinakoye at which 
it was decided to commit terroristic aets against Comrades 
and Kiov. The acctmed Kamenev t d e d :  
''I mmt admit that Mom tba eonfetena in Ilyi- Emvicv i n f d  
me of the propod  decisions of the center of tha 'to b h  
to 02- tnrori~tic ans ag.inn Stdin and Kh,- 
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asntathm of h Trot& in tho water of rht Moo, Smirnov, Mracbkowky 
t ~ d y  inniaed on this dmiaipn. that they bad direct and' Tar-Vaganyan, 2 
ins on thin matter from Trotsky, and hat they dmandtd that a start 
SS= p u w  tk.s mau- into pctiw tn ponuv.cs of t b ~ a  prb- 
&plea WW £04 the bwm of ths bloc, (Vol. XV, pg. L5, 16.) 
To this the d Kamenev added: 
"I joined in d d o n  being In full agreement with itan (Vol. XV. p. 16.) 
Aa the invdgation has established, the practical fulfillment of 
the Ian to org& the murder of C o d e  Erov Was assigned 
by united center to I. P. hkayev, a member of that anter. 
Direct evidenca on this is ven by the accused Zinovisv, who 
admitted h t  it was precisely % akayev who had been instructed by 
ZinoAv, in the name of the united center, to organhe the terroristic 
acts againat Comde Stalh in M m w  and against Comrade Kirov 
in teningrad, (Vol. XIT, p 36.) 
Detailed & h c e  on the role pIayed by Zinoviev, Bakayev and 
the &ole of the united TmtskyiteZinovievite center in the murder 
of Comrade S. M. K i  was given by the accused Reingold, who 
mtd the following: 
" I  kamed p m d y  from Zinoviev that tbe mwmination of K i rov  in 
k ingrad prqwed on hh h t  iaetructiane and on the iastmctiom of 
the w t s r  of the Trot&yiteZinodovita bloc. During thIa conversation with 
Z i d e ~ ,  wIII& t& plaw h hir aprtmmt in Angtlat, 1934, ha, as 1 have 
dmdy ntated, nprollehsd the Mmow action group for baing dow and nnt 
a&ently a&ve 
the for the n-iiy of committing a terroristic act 
asid &at K i m  rut be phpIoally dmtmged as 
He abo addd: 'It is not c a ~ i g h  to fell the mk; 
all the 
z m , v i w 3 e n q  
mnnd it must k fded tm'. Another argument 
the n d t y  of murdering Kirw was that Kimv 
N tka k d . r  of r- orgaah&ioa and xu -ally rspollsible 
for tlm rout of rha dam in hnbgrad 
"Aa I hrva & atatmi, tha h h g d  6ghting wgmktion m s  under 
th4 djms Iaad+ppf Babyma Org,auIaatid ccwnsction with t b  organh- 
tion a h  mamtamed Faivilmch." (Voi. XXW, p. 70.1 
After pmktmt denials of his participation in the organization 
of ?he awamination of Comrade Kirov, the awlreed Bakayev, under 
the weight of epidmoe brought against him, testified: 
1 admit h t  ZIaodm pawnally instructad me to o r g h  he aasnssjna- 
fIon ab Stdin ia Ma*, and KaPev to organkc the -ination of K i m  In 
h h g d .  For thim mpwe I indructed &mv to establish contact in Win- 
grad with VIadimir L n  and Anisha, members of the organizati- wldo 
Z;lloPi~ ins- ms to put K m e ~  ia touch dm with Ramyantwv in Lain- 
grad." (Vol. f p. 89.) 
Evidence on the role played by Balrayev as m e  of the principaI 
orgqkem of the -&on of Comrade Kirov was also given by 
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F N. A Karev, who is under arreart in wnaeetion with another case. \ At the examination held on Jdy 5,1936, N. A. Karev stated: 
: "Zinoviw said that Bakayetr had been charged with h e  ' n of 
*nnLt ia  acu &st W n  and % md that +for thia p = to 
Oili.a hia connectiom with the Zhommte pupa m L e d a n d  Macow." 
To tbis Karev added: 
"In commtiw with Wym,  I l d  that the lat* Intsnded I+ 
tha Zinwievita group of Ramyamtam and Kotolymv in b h g d  mth dd 
hs, 3aka ep, had contact, for tha orgmht ion of a tarrorhb aot agaht 
ELtrw." ttol. UI, p. 11.) 
This waa also fully con6rmad during the investigation by the 
A acerued EvdoIcimov, who stated the followring: 
'1 learned from Bakayev that in tbe an- of 1% ho, BaLap,  together 
with one Trotskyite termrist, whose name I do not know, wont to -grad 
to aetablieh eontact with the Lsningrad ~trmrht center and to the 
-hation of Kirov. 
"While in Mi d, Bpksysp gtld the a l s o ~ ~ ~ ~ h n a d  TmtdiyiOs t- 
ma nilr~La sv a F - &  with him that he would w h t s  firm:' 
(Vol. X X X ~ ,  pp. 7, 8.1 
And f w k :  
%&yw atatd that the tcrrorista had -14 mddence in rho mcccse 
of the terrwietic act; they comidersd themselves to ba &. Tha rsasw for 
t h o  was that a l l  of &em, kclndhg such actbe Zina9ievita as Rumyantsw, 
LsPin, Myasnikov, Mmdcletamm and others, enjo ed the d m  of a ; numbe~ of lading Party workare and .o$ciala o v e t  o rpnht ims .  in 
-grad. This onwred them every posmbhrg of pursug Ilsu prepmanom 
for a termri&c act a&mt ICirw without tht 1-t fear of Wig d i a c o d . "  
Nol. xxxm p. 9.1 
The i n ~ i g a t i o n  has d l i s h e d  that after the united Zinovievite- 
Trotdqib center had adopted the decision to mseinate Comrade 
S, M. Kirov, Kamenev made a special journey to Leningrad in 
$me, 1934, for ch&ng up on the progress of tfae work of o q d z h g  
the terroristic act against Comrade E o v .  . 
Zinoviev also presd forwad in every wag tba d o n  of 
Comrade Kirov and, am teetified by N. M. Matorin, foxmerly Zipo- 
viev's private secretary, who is now under armt in connmtion with 
mother case, Z inovk  reproached the membem of the terrorist 
group for h g  dow and irresolute. 
Matorin acetified : 
PZinoviw told ma that Qs preparations for tkte -tic act must be 
p ~ f o n a a r d t o ~ e o t n w a a n d t h a t ~ v m t u ~ b 4 w b y t h s l r i n t s t .  
WPomev reproachmi mu for M M  disp!a*g a n k h t  dstemhmth and w g g .  
He mid that with to mmmtic methods of pmjudhm m r t  
be droppedn (VoL , pp. 63, 64.) 
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The materials of the iaveetigation have established &at the united 
T-teZitlovkvite terrorist center, after it had Idlled Comrade 
Kirov, did not confine imlf to or anking the assasrrination of Coma 
rade Stab aloxle, The terrorist # rotakyite-Zinovievite center sirnu!- 
tansody carr id on work to organize m i n a t i o n s  of other leaders 
of &a Party, namely, Comrades Voroshilav, Zhdanov, Kaganovich, 
Kowior, Orjonikidm and Poatyahev. 
The a d  Reingold w b f i d  that Ziaoviev, while speaking of 
the nboeaeify of nllmlwinating Comrade Kirov aa Comrade Stalin's 
c l o a  assistant, added: 
"It b not anon& to fell the oak; dl the young o a b  growing around it 
mum ba fdld tm." (Val. XXYII, p 70.) 
According to Rsingald's testimony : 
msin -uadim amounted to the followin . tbe blow must 
bs ~tllb, ~ a p n l ~  and K~W: (w. &a p, a~., 
The d Reingold dd that: 
m e  a x p w t a k  of tho united center were b a d  on a plan to caw 
cornplats anfireion in the Party d in the country by a stunning mhultaneoua 
blew h M w w  a d  h h g r d ' '  (Vd. XXVII, p. 163.) 
Various terrorist group operating under ?he general leachdip 
of the d t e d  center -2 ted to arry OU! tbe a a s ~ o n e  of Voroehiluv, Kaganovich, danov, Koasior, Orjonilridae and P w -  
shw, 
7-- - 7 
Thtw, the orgmhtion of th terroristic act against Comrade 
V o d o v  wan ths work of h i h e r t  group, which d v e d  i d ruc*  
ti- to m k  V o d w  directly from Trotaky, and of the group 
d ths TmtaLyite BI. Lmp, which was sent Over from Germany for 
tb-Pmpose .  + 
In ard to the p ations for the -ination of Comrade 
V O ~ ~ O V ,  tbs a c w i z r =  Mrackovsky, one of the members of the 
wrtad miter, w 5 f d :  
4n tho middle 06.1934, E bei&s r a p 0 4  to ma that simultancody ha 
w u  orgdw th a s m d m h n  of VoroaMlw, for which p m  Dimitri 
M d d i , w h a  rvas 1 mmmmdsrin tha armyand under no ~tlspiciin In tha 
P-, wm ro Lw prsp.rsd It ma p m d  that he WMM loill V o d d o v  
sIthsr MMO rsporting to hlm on veaptes matterq, or during the next w u v s n  
a whi& Vordilw d d  bs prwa~t .~  (VoL XVm, p. M.) 
of tha Soviet Union on Jdy 31, teotifiad on this point: 
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I I "For the p u p a e  of o o d t t i n g  &a -&tic act I remdd d 
Gspevsky, and b 1935 Mmidt add Kmmicbm. The lstter twa undond to 
hi V o d w . "  (Vol. X, p. 195.) 
The tegtimony of MracbLovakj and T h h w  waa abo qq&med - .  
by the a c c d  Reingold, who te&d aa follom: . I 
"I learned from MraEhkovsky and Drdm that in the smmmr oi 1933 a 
Trotskyits group of militarg. mm wan or-d nndar tbs 1- of 
~ i r .   ha group m a  af ~ c ~ t ,  wnmnd~r of a a! tha 
Rad Army, K d h ,  chief of & of a military dt, and a n& of 
ather m m  w k  names I do not know. X learasd from that W d d t  
and b m i c h e p  were to carry out p e d y  the tpnW act agaht Vom 
U o v  and that they bad agreed to do m. It wan plannsd that for thh p v  9 would either take adrantago of an o f h i d  Triaa& V O ~ B V ,  or of orodlilov'a vidt to one of thdr mitimy tlniean (Yo PP. 165. I*) 
The invmtigation has dm a s t s b W  that in the satm period, 
a numher of temmht p a p e  (h of -, M. 
others) were organizing atbmpta on the lim of Cormadea manov, 
Kaganovich, Orjmikidw., K d o r  and Postyak. 
I D s ~ o f C A 6 ~  . I 
Anal ' g the above, the indgating authorities consider it ' &liG: 
1. That in tb period of 1932-1936 a dtd Trwte-Zinovisvite 
center waa organized in the city of M o m  with the object of 
committing a number of tcmori& a&i against the leaders of 'the 
CP.S.U. and the S& goPernmwlt for the puqwe of ' ' powsf. 
2. ~ h . t  of thorn H in tbe pmmt E.a, ~.T%wieo, 
L. B. Kameaav, G. E. Evdokiiov and I. P. M a y m  entered ths 
united Trotskyi~Zinovievite cmter fxom the Z t n d t Q s ,  and L R 
Smirnov, V. A. Ter-Vqpym and S. V. Mrachkody from the 
Trotskyite& 
3. That, during tbil pmid, tbs d t d  v w i h  
cater organid s n& of teamrid aps and p r e p d  a wm- 
bar of pna*rl msuurea to &h S W k  V m d l w ,  
Watlov, KqmooiJl, Kirov, Koaeior, C i r j d d m  and Postpb.  
& That one of h i w  terroriut grarpm, operating on ths dirsct 
instructions of Zinoviw and L TrobLy and of &a T~0-b 
ZTnovievlts w, and rm&r tIw h d h t a  -on of the a d  
Balrayev, carried out the foul murder of Comrade S. M Kirov on 
December l, 1934. 
The a c c d  in rbis ewe: G. E. Zinoviw, L B. Kamsnev, G. E. 
Evdokimw, I. P. Bakayev, V. A. Ter-Vagimym, S. V. hiraehLo 
E. A. DreiW, V. P. Olberg, Fritz DaPid (1. I. &ugly@), E. 
Xfoltman, R. V. Pickel, I. I. Reingold, K. R Berman-Y&, M. 
Lurye and N. Lwye bave f d l y  admitted WT guilt of the charm 
p r e f f d  ageinet them. I -  
t 21 - l  r. m 
The d I. N. Smirnov, acknowledging his participation in the 
d t e d  center of the Trotskyiwfio&vite bloc, hi personal con- 
ne&m with L Trotirky and his nteetings with L, Sedov while abroad 
in 1931, and also the fact that he maintained mnnmtion with Troteky 
right up to dm tims of his arrest in 1933, admitted that in 1931 
imtmctiom were conveyed to him by Sedov, and confirmed in 1932 
by TrofaEry to orgaab terror against the leaders of rhe C.P.S.U. 
and the Soviet etate and that these inatructiom served aa the basis 
of tbe organization of the TrobdqiteZinovievite bloc. 
At the same tim% tbe a d  1. N. Srnirnov categorically dsnm 
that he took part in the terroristic activitiee of the united T r o w -  
Zinopievite center. However, the accused I. N. Smirnov is proved to 
have psrdcipated in the ternorbtic activitia of the uuited enter by 
the ~~ of tht aocused S. V. Mrachkovsky (Vol. XXIX, 76- 
84), E. A. h o i s r  (Vd. -1, 631, A. N. Safonor. ( ~ o l . % ~ ,  
p. 223) I. I. Rdnpld (Vol. Xl&I p 138, 2841, G. E. Zinoviev 
(VOI. XI], 351, 1 B. K- \%ol. XV, ,281, G. E  do- 
mo. ( ~ 0 1 .  XXXVI, p .9,10), R V. pickel XXX, p. l ~ ) .  
On the bull of the &ye: 
1. Zinoviev, Gri ori Evw?yevicb, born in 1883, employee, con- 
victed in 1935 in & Zinovievite "Moscaw center" case; 
2. Kmenev, Lev Borisovich, born in 1883, employee, convicted 
in 1935 in tbe a a m  "Moscow center" caae; 
3. Evdokimw, Grigori EremeyeviQ, born in 1889, employee, 
convicted in 1935 in the eame uMowow center" casa; 
4 Bakayev, I van  Phvich ,  born in 1887, employee, convicted 
in 1935 in tha a m a  % o w w  center" cam; 
5. Mrachkody, Sergei Vitalevich, born in 1888, employee; 
6. Ter-Vaganyan, VagaFahak Arutyunovich, born in 1893, em- 
ploy= ; 
7. Smhov, Ivan Nikitieh, born in 1880, employee 
--am aaneed of hviug, the first eix on t h ~  period of 1932 to 1936, 
and 1. N. S&w since 1931, 
(a) organized a nomber of terrorist p u p s  which were making 
amwinate Comrades Stalin, Vorosbilov, ZManov, 
anovich, Kirov, Kosaior, Orjonikib and Postyehev; 
and carried out on l h m n k  1,1934, the foul mar- 
§. M. Kirov, through &a Leningrad underground 
terr& group of NikolayevXotal ov and others; ?' iib., of c r k a  wvcred by Artic es 588 and 58" of the Criminal 
Code of the RS.F.S.R 
8. heitaer, E him ~lexaad~ovkh, born in 1894, employee; 
9. R ' old, f& Imyeuich, born in 1897, employee; 
10. z l ,  Richard Vitoldovich, born i. XN6, employee; 
11. Holtzmn, Edowd Solomonovich, born in 1882, employee; 
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12. David, Fritz, aliaa Kruglyaneky, Uym-David bra ihhh ,  born 
m 1897, emplop; 
13. O k g ,  Valentine Pavlorich, born in 19W, employee; 
14 Berman-Yurin, Konon Borisovich (sliq Al txanh Fomkh) , 
born in 1901, employs; 
15. Lurye, Mokmi nyich (dies b d m  Ed), born in 1897, 
employee ; 
16. Lurye, Nathan M c h ,  born in 1901, amplopee 
--ape -used of that, being members of the &ground terrorist 
Ifotslryite~Zinovievite organhiion, they took part in the rep- 
arations to wassinate ~talin, V o r d o r ,  ~hdaaos, &a- 
a h &  Kosaior, Orjonikidae and Postyak; 
ix., crimes covered by Articles 19 and 58@, 5Sa1 of the Criminal 
Code of the RSESA 
L. Trotsky and his son L. L W o v ,  both of whom are abroad, 
been exposed by the materials in the present caee 88 having 
%y prepad  and p-a~y guiM work of o rmizin 
in h e  U.S.S.R. terro~t ie  acta agaimt t b  leaders of th.?.~.s.6 
and of the Soviet stab, ia the event of tbeir being dimwxed on 
the territory of the U.S.SX., me d j a t  to immediate amat and trial 
by the Military Collegium of the Supreme Court of the U.S.S.R 
The cases of Gertik, Grinberg, Y. Gaven, Karev, Kuddwv, 
K ~ ~ t ,  Matorin, Paul Olberg, Radio, Safonova, Faivilovicb, D. 
W d t ,  and Esterman, in view of the fact that investigation is 
dl1 proceeding, have baen set aside for separate trial, 
In view of the above and in accordance with the decision of the 
Central Executive Committee of the U.S.S.R of Augast 11, 1936, all 
the abowmentioncd persons are subject to trial by the Military Col- 
legium of the Sapreme Court of the U.SS& in open court &on. 
Tha preaent indictment was drawn up in the city of Maecow on 
August 14, 1936. 
d VYSRINSKY 
Swte Ammq of the U.S.S.R. 
Speech for the Prosecution 
V Y S H ~ ~ ~ I C Y :  Comrade judge$ comrade members of the Military 
Collegium of the Supreme Court of the Soviet Union: For three days 
yon have very carefully and with the greateat attention examined 
the evidence and proof submitted to you by the state pro8ecution 
againat the people sitting here in the dwk char ed with having 
oommittad the gavmt uima against ihe nlate. $ith the gnateat 
pomible care you have subjected to investigation and judicial scrutiny 
one of tbeee proofa, every fact, every event, every atep taken ""L by mud, who in the courm of many years added crime to 
crime in them Ie against the Soviet etate, againat the Soviet 
power, aphr a x r t y  and against the whole of our Soviet ~ople. 
Horrible and monstrow is ihe chain of these crimes against our 
mialist fatherland; and each one of these crimes deserves the 
severest condemnation and severest punishment. Horrible and mon- 
h u a r  i~ the guilt of these criminals ad murderers, who raiwd 
their hand a ainst the leaders of our Party, a~ainst Comrades Stalin, 
Vor&lov, hdanov, Kepanovich, Or jonlidm, Kossior and Po* 
sbev, against our leaders, the leader8 of the Soviet state. Monstrous 
are the crimer, ppetrated by this ang which not only made prep 
arstions to commit tmroriatic acts, f nt actualIy murdered one of the 
best sons of the working class, one of the moet devoted to the 
c a w  of eoeialim, one of the most beloved disciples of the great 
Stalin, the fiery tribune of the proletarian revolution, the unfor- 
gettable Sergei Mironovicb Kirov. 
But monstrous as t h e  crimee are, md however profoundly we 
may have been stirred and disgusted by this nightmare of horrible 
crime, you, comrade judges, as befits a Soviet court and Soviet jus- 
tice, have been weighing and appraising very rqlmiy the facts which 
came before you in connection with the criminal activities of these 
~ ~ 1 8  wbme names have long ago been covered with contempt and 
in the ey- of the w h o b ~ p k .  
e have now wme to the en of our judicial proceedigs. We 
are d n g  the final .mmmrj. We are drawing our last deductions 
in preparation, witbin a few hours, perhaps, to hear your verdict, 
the verdict of the court of the land of Soviets which demands and 
expacts from yon a ju& unfaltering and implacably stem decision 
mnmming the fate of theae peo le, b e  contemptible murderers, 
these vile and insdent enemies o the land of Soviets, of the Soviet 
nmnle. 
P 
r-*e--are bui1diag a new, mialist society, a mew, Soviet state, 
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under the &dt conditionn of dass d e ,  amidst tha fien;e-,.. + 
&amm of tha laat mmmb of the exploiting clmm #hieh m. - , 
have routed and utterly cruahed. / "' (1 
Every step in oar propena is m m p a n i d  by &pats m, 
on the part of our enemia who roue againat na dl ths f o m  of I 
tb4 old world, all tbe filth, all the sum of h old a&*, who.'? 1 ' 
mobilize and throw into tbe struggle M the most c k h d ,  \ 
the moat hardened, the most ineoniBle, decayed and diahon&+: , 
elnenta ' 
Lenin ta ht w that '%ere has n m r  been a dngb deep and 
mighty popu 7 at movemeat in history without Hthy emrm"f with out^ -- 
Ibs b o w o r  and petty-bourgeois element fightin . inst the Soviet '.' 
owmment, and resorting not only to the d o %  of ths $ 
&on, ths Go- the GgshLorjs and Komilova, of plota and rsbcl- - 
lion& of floods of lim and dander, but alao dl' all tha tlemmts ' 
of decay, and embarking upon every and hmfd$ 
crima r e  .- 
Comrade Starin warned ue that: 
"We mmt k r  in mind that the growth of the power of tbb: 
Soviet state will increase rhe resistance of the I& m a n t a  of the ' A 
d ' clams. b is pmieely because am dyiag, and ii their , 1 
mays, that they will paas from one "r o m  of athack to m%, to I 
h a r p  form of attack, ap g to the backward e t a  of the 
I I P population, d mobilizing em againat the Soviet power. lbe is - , , . no foal lie or dander that these 'havehas' would not use 
the Soviet power and aronud which they would not try to mo 7- ilk 
the backward elemeflte. Thia may giva und for the revival of the I , - : 
activities of the defeated groups of C old munter-rewolntionary L 
p&: the SociaIist.Revo~utionari~~, the Mensbevika, ths b o p i s  r; 
nationalist. i. tbs center and in the outlying regiom; it may give mz , 
counter-revolutionar opposition elementn from among the Trot&y- 
,grounde also for the revival of the activities of the f-ta of - , ~1 
its. and the ~ i g b t  Lvistionists. OI course, h a  i.aothing &IS '* 
k thk But we must bear all this in mind if we want to put an end 3 
to t h e  elemente quickly and without great lam" *' 
k years ago Comrade Stalin not only foretold tk b d a b l e  
Astance of eIements haatilt to the cause of a d d i m ,  bpt lJso 
foretold tbe poeeibihy of the revival of T r w t e  c o u n t e r - d i  
t i o n q  group. This trial h a  fnlly and distinctly proved the graat 
w ~ d o m  of this forecnst 
The "herom* of this trial have linked their fa& with the Eaacih, 
I? Ldn,  Cdkercd Forb. Vol. XXII, p. 457, R w i m  sdlthq 
of the Switt Govern-tu. 
* * - ~ ~ e ~ ~ d ~ t o ~ t ~ c ~ k s t ~ b Y - - d ~ f S s e d o a M I . ~  - c ' 
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dedd man, bright and joyous as the mi 
bright and joyous, aar our new life is brig 
our Kirov; they wounded us close to our very heart. They thou 
they mdd mw confusion and consternation in our ranks. 
To the murderere' treacherous shot of December 1, 1934, 
of as and all t h e  who are filled with W love for their 
headed by the great 
On the basis of thWM *rim these has been created the inde- 
struetible union of all th toilem for the further reinforcement and 
1 dewdopent of Socialism; them has been c r d  and cemented the 
d o n  and friend+ of all the p p I a  of the U.SS.R for the build- 
. ing of mciaIiem, for def- q a b t  our enemies, against the 4- 
of Socialimn. These victories have corn l&ly changed the & 
face of our country, which ~m been rai J to an unprecedented level 
of economio and cultural development. 
These victoriw have brought the workin c l a ~  of the U.3.S.R 
enormom improvement in their material udkw.ii. It ia now -7 
years since lmemployment has been eliminated and the men-hour 
day, against wbich the   be roe^" now in the dock alwap persistently 
and treacherdy fought, has h e n  introduced. Our country has 
achieved mpreoedented sue- impossible in any capitalist wm. 
try, ia developing a new, redl human, aocialia culture. 
c has victories haw brooJt our whole country, every fadory 
worker and mUdve farmer, every OEM w o k  and intellml, 
a happy and a well-to-do life, And thm victories are the guarmw 
of the unity of all th Soviet y p l e  with our go- with o w  
Pam and with its Central ommitree h e  not dm wide, ~BBB, 
popular conferenoes, conceivable only in oar c o w ,  of the leading 
p p l e  of o w  f a c ~ o ~  and w o r k  'of our transport mystem, of oar 
cotton and asuga let fields, of live-aaack b r h ,  of combine and 
t r m r  drive* of Stakhanovita and Krivonossh with the k d u r ~  
d the Party and the govmmmt the ht prad of this in-le, 
genuine unity d solidariq of the mama of the people with the 
n 
! 
p a t  St&, with our Central Committee, with our Soviet govern- 
mt? Thie is a madeatation of snuine Soviet, true dernmacy'! 
And b not &a mighty wave of popular wrath, now sweeping from . 
one aad of the cuun&y to the 0th qaiost &me despicable mor- 
darers, a striking & d e w  of this d ~ ?  
The Tro~dhybZinovkde Cenkr-A Gang o/ Contemptible 
Terrorists 
dm p d m g  days of tbc trial t h e  gentlemen tried to 4 
strike a obls attide. T h y ,  or at all events their leaders, spoke 
' -% 
about their terroristic plot with a oertain p m ;  they eo ht and 
a potitid evaluation of their crimes, they talke "8 about 
'tical atraeglq about soma k i d  of olitical agreemmta with some "l""dEd ot ~ I W  politiul e e a .  d a1th.d thn/ admitted th.1 
thsp had no poIiticaI. platform, that they did not even feel 
tIae "9n to draw up a political latform h a w ,  on their own 
admiwion, thdr platform wdd &. written at one nitting, ia a 
couple of h o q  ~1~ they tried to pose as genuine political 
figures. They do all b y  a n  to make it appear that they sre stand- 
?? wma political podtion, b e a p a d  and battered, perhaps, but 
p d none the l e .  Thes~ effortn are merely a false mmm to 
conesal their politid r?mpt;nrau and lack of principle. And wheu 
thsp a+ about the iota- of the working class, about the in- 
@teas of the people, when tbey will speak about this, in their : 
speechee in their def- and In their last pleas, they will lie aa they 
hsm lied hitherto, as they the lying now, for they fought against 
the only pople'a c~, pinat the policy of our c o u n y  a g h  
our Soviet POI' an downs, insignificant pigmiep, i ~ l e  dage 
at an epbant, thh is what this gang represents! 
h o w  how to we guns, and therein lies the danger to 
it nemmwy to adopt epecial and most severe 
m e ~ u m  againrt them. To &ah them is not enou h. We must adopt 
mom detemined and ndiu~ marum against L m .  ~n political 
6- but a of murderers and criminals, thievee who tried 
to rob th. td%, what thL gang rep-b! 
T b m  gentlemen admittad that th had no program; but they 
did have some mrt of a by had a prosram both 
home and foreign policy. ' k Z ~ " i L e  policy th.ir pmgram could 
bs put in one w o t b ~ .  If is true that they prefer to ape& 
not of mmder but of -or* But we muat call tbjng~ by their pro 
namw Thsse ~~ doan marder aa a means of fi ting 
power. They warn compelled to admit thiar here tb e n 3  vei, cyn- 
id" HOW " did "eYm $snt~emen reconcile their alleged Marxism with t 
m 
terror and ~ a r r w i &  &i*? h DO e l  And yot 
catled t h n m 1 ~  Mandm at one ti=! Robably the 
dhow b y  modled 
orbtie dh, and 
on this theory and Mid that 
, attempte to win the 
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Party alea proved groundless. Two p d m  remained: either honestly 
and completely to pat a stop to the struggle againat the Party, or to 
conbna this muggle, but without any hope of obtaining any mass 
wpport whatsoever, without a olitical platform, without a banner, 
tbat is to say, by means of in 'vidual terror. We chow the second 
path." 
S, 
The accused Kamenev should have been more consistent: if be 
called the first path the a& of honest renunciation of the struggle, 
then he should have ca f led the w o a d  path the path of diahond 
struggle with dishonest weapons. 
He admitted: "We chose thb second path. In this we were guided 
by our boundIw hatred of the leaders of the Party and the country, 
a thiret for power, with which we were once closely &atad 
and rom which we were cast aside by the coarse of historical 7 
development." 
The amuared Zinaviev add: "At the end of 1932 it became evident 
that our h o p  bad proved falw . . . the fact was that the general 
l i e  of the Party was winning." "Here," said Zinoviev, 'the com- 
pleh lack of princi le and ideals which brought us to the bare and 
un rincipled strugg e for pcwer k a m e  strikingly apparent." (Vol. x L  ,. sa, P 
After &a, can we speak with these people in any sort of political 
language? Rave we not the right to sa we can speak with 
thm peo le in one language onIy, tbe of the Criminal 
Code, an B regard them as common incorrighle and 
hardened murderers? 
Such was tbeir "program" in the sphere of home pojicy, if one 
may so express it. Formerly, if only out of aham, they gave as ] 
grounds for tbeir struggIe against the leaders of the Soviet govem- 
mant and the Party, ahortwmings, d e f d  and difficulties. Now they ' 
have already thrown off this mask. Now they admit that they had 
become convinced that socialism in our country was victorious. They ' 
came to terrorism, to murder, because their position had h o m e  ! 
hopeletis, because the realized tbat they were isolated from power, r from the working c am. They came to terrorism because of the* 
complete absence of favorable prospects for them in the fight for 
power by other methods and by other mean%, 
Kansenev admitted that the organization of terror was the only 
means by which they hoped to come to ower and that it was m 
cisel on this basis ,of terroristic itr that negotiPtion~ did 
b a d y  raulted in the union of the 'ik rotskyits. and f iovisvita : 
were conducted and successfully concluded Terrorism was h e  real 
baain on which the Trotskyites and Zinovievh united. 
Not dl of &em want to admit that. 
Comrade j u h  in drawiug up your verdict in your council 
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chambcr, you will carefully-l have no doubt about that-once 
sin go over not only the material of the court investigation bot % the records of the preliminary inmtigation and you-will be- - convinoed of the animal fear with which the a c c t ~ ~ d  t&d t~ 
avoid admitting that terrorism was precidy the bash of their 
criminal activities 
That im why Smirnov wriggled so much here. He admitar Pat he 
was a member of the center, be admits that tbis center had adopted 
a terroristic line of struggle, he admits that he hinrself &vd 
from Trotsky the inatructions about this terroristic stmgg1e. But at 
the same time he tries by every means in his power to prove that 
he, Smirnov personally, did not ado t terror, did not 
it, and he even went so far as to say t at he had left the obkyifb 
Ziaovievite terrorist center or bloc. 
R r 
I will come back to each one of the accused, including Smirnov, 
and try as fully, carefully and objectively as pwible to aaalp  
the evidence which proves that the wmmitted the pavest crinm r againat the state. At preswt I mere y wish to tophama wee again 
that the amused are not political infanta, that they are hadend 
players in the political &~ggle; they know perfectly well that they 
must answer not on1 for rewphing terror * ' the~re~ly'~-for  
thie done they shoul d have pid with their heads-but for having 
translated this 'Weoretical" program into the lanwage of hrroriatic 
practice, into the language of practical, criminal activity. 
Trotsb, Zimuiev, Kmamm+Sawm Enemka 
of the Sotriet Union 
. Terror wm the basis of a11 their ac t iv ib ,  was the bmis of tbe 
Trotskyite-Zinovievite union. This waa quite unanimously testified 
to by people who were not directly connected with each otber in 
their underground work. This was not only admitted here by 
Zinoviev and Kamenev, Smirnov and Ter-Vaganyan, Reingold and 
Pickel ; it was stated also by Berman-Yurin, Fritz David and 
VaIentine Olbera, that peculiar citizen of the Republic of Honduras, 
paid agent of Trotsky and simuItaneousIy of the Grman secret 
poEce--the Gestapo. 
All these pemons, under the weight of evidence against &em, 
could no Ionger deny and had to admit that the main, m fact tha 
, only means of struggle against h e  Soviet govermwut and the 
Party which united heir crirninaI activity was terror, murderBT 
Rein old said: '?'he Trotsk ites and all the mudma of the k 
innid mf and agreed on this." f t  was reciklg ths -oval through 
viol- of the leadm of the ~p.s.6. and the Soviet eorsmman 
; that waa the fundmanta1 aim of this TrotskybZhmxwite Mm, 
' rrhich csn be quite fairly d e d ,  aa X called it h the indictment, 
an aasoeiation of political asseesins. 
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These terroristic sentiments which formed the basis of the organ- 
W o n  of the T r o ~ ~ ~ o v i e P i t e  bloc in 1932.36 were perhaps 
most diatiactly and characteristically expressed by the a e c d  
Mrachkomky, who stated both at the preliminary investigation and 
at this trial: 
"Hopes for the collapse of the policy of the Party must be re- 
arded aa doomed The methods of struggle 8p l id  up to now , tg Lve not produad podtive results. Only one pa of s~mgglc r e  
mained, and that was the path of removing by violence the leaders 1 of tha Party and tha government," 
Mrachlco* eaid: The principal task is to put Stalin and the 
other Ieadera of the Party and the Government out of the way." 
A11 W r  W l  rage and hatred were directed against the l e a h  
of onr Party, inst the Political Bureau of the Central Committee, 
%&a ~omrx~talin, .gainst his glorioo. comrsdcrin-arms. 
It was upon them, headed by Comrade Stalh, that the main 
burden of tbe ahu e against the ZinovicvibTroh&yite under- 
nnd organization "s' ay. It was under their leadership, under the 
EershiP of Comrade S*, thn great executor keeper of 
Lenin's will and twtament, that the counter-revoIntionarg Trotskyite 
organhation was routed It was under Wi leadership, amidst fierca 
b d e a  against Trdcyite counter-mvoIutian that Trotskyite counter- 
wvolation wan %ally c d u d  
against din Trotskyite counter-revolution, Comrade 
St!&?e%2 and undeviatingly carried out Lcnin's teachings on 
ths building of soc ia l h  in our country, having p m d  the vmt 
milliom of workem and collective farmers with thee teaching. 
That is why the Trotskyit- and Zinovievitcq as we11 as the other 
moat f d e d  aotmter-revolutiaary element% co-ntrated all tbaif 
&orb and thdr hatrad and rage against sociaiism on the IenJen 
of oar Party. That is why in March 1932, in a fit of countsl~ 
revolutionary fmp, Tm ~ U M  out ia an open 1-r with a0 9 a peal te "put SEalin ottt the way" (tbis letter was found bet 1&a double walla of Holtmnan's mait uk md figured as an e 
in this caae). 
Trot&y ad- thb dqieable appeal with still 
nsu to a n d  of his disci ~ e s  abroad &om he d 8 amamins to bs sent to the AS&. for the purpose o 
terroristic &cia and attempt8 on the lives of the Iurders 
ata& a d  oar Party. This was related in detail here b 
Frih David. He stated that in November 1932 b had a cony 
with T&y d m  whi& Trorekp said literally the 
*Now tbsra io no other wa oat exapt the removal by 
Win and  hi^ adhermta I error against 9$h-&at is 
' donary task. Whoever iu a revoldonary--bin han 
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r W l e . "  (Vol. VIII, p. 62.1 For &is p are Tree rscraitad 
T a t  : hi&-&rung persons, impressing T o n  them tbty mmt oDmnvit 
his  counter-molntionarp sct as ~f it were wme sort of '%boric: 
mbion". 
Berman-Yurin testified here that Trotaky - t i dy  and w 
peatedly said: "Until Stalin is removed by violancq t k e  dl1 be 
no possibility of changing the policy of the Party; in fhs @t 
against Stalin we must not heeitate to adopt exheme meamma- 
Stslin m m  be physically destro dn 
F* ~ & d  and &rmBn-yrLn wi& n* tb 
1 -ation of StaIin. THey acmpted Trotsky's oommisslon 4 
1 toak a number of practical &pa to carry it out. Doen not dda in 
' b l f  deeeme the sternest p r m i h t  provided for by om law- 
1 death by Bhootin ? ' - F ~ U  ~..i4 Pa,mm-~Urin, R ~ G ~ ~ M ,  v. a- rl 1. N. 
1 h i r n o v  himself have in fact utterly expod Tro* r role in d& 
matter. Even Smirnov, who dnbbanrl denied that L took sop 
part in the terroristic activitim of the 3 ro&yi&%noPievite clantar, 
m l d  not help admitting that he personally bad d v e d  tbs b 
tions on individual terror againat the leaders of the S& g o d -  
mmt and the C.P.S.U. in 1931 from T 'n son, Sedw, tbat tbm * directions on terror were confirmed by ro$kg in 1932 in fbc 
huot ions  brought from abroad by Gaven and conveyed to 
Smirnov. Srnirnov tried to alleviate the gravity of his om ~ W O L L  
at the i n s d o n  on terror which he had dd 
from by aaz ov wm ~edov's personal attfttsde., ~ n t  this io a wort~&w 
explanation. It is obvioun to everpone that Sedw waa no a- 
whatever for Smirnov. Tet-Vaganyan and MraehkowLy corrobmd 
this here when they said that had t h y  thought that the W o n  
on terror came from Sedov they would have spat won it with 
sa rema content R vowed F ar-Vaganyan, one of the principal orgadma d 
be  united center, con6rmed that Smirnov, whila abroad, d y  did 
receive from Trotsky inatructions to adopt terror* T~-va&anyun 
for tbs word bmm &a 
of ths C.P.S.U.". b, 
terrorism a 4  tamrim data, 
Finally, you heard the witness Safonova wb- dol l radon ~ 
the aaenaed has probably left a deep im &on upon dm 
oi aryanc  pnwznt in this court. ~t 1RL &-tion, s ~ L  
whow case is being t a b  up stparately bsca~are &e in-am 
is atill continuing, fully confimed that Smirnw d d  from 
Trotsky instructionsr on individual terror tbroagh MOT m l93l, 
and later through Cam. 
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&I the bn& of tbnea fa& we can take it ae absolutely estabIishd 
that it was preciesly Troteky'e instrnctions on terrorism that served J 
aa dm ba& for the development of the terroristic activities of the 
united oenter. Trotsky's ktntctions to organize a united center 
and to adopt terrorism were accepted b the Trotskyite underground 
orgaddon. Zinoviev and Ramenev, Ieaders of the Zinovievite ' L 
d o n  of the btoc, arrived at the same idea and also accepted ' 
Tmtskfa inetructionr as the basia of the activitim of the united 1 
center and underground organizations. 3 
These bitter and ingrained enemies could not look calmly on the 
prosperity of our people, of our country, whioh had ! 
onto the highroad of socialiem, 
The U.S.S.R is achieving victory. The U.S.S.R. is bdl 9 i socialism, in the U5.S.R. &limn b triumphant, and because a 
that their hatred towards the Central Committee, towards Stalin 
and die government to whom the country owee this victory, of 
d m  the country ia proud, grows more and more. 1 
.From heir gIoomy underworld Trotsky, Zinoviev and Kamenev 
htw the despicable caI1: Put om of the way, kill! The under- 
ground ma&' begins to work, knivea are sharpened, revolvers . 
are loaded, b 3  are charge& fdse dmumenta are. written and 
fabricated, secret connections aw established with the German 
political police, peo le are sent to their ost~, they engage in 
revolver pnetiee, an d' haally they shoot snd&ll. 
That is the main thing! The counter-revolutionaria not only 
dream of terror, hey not only devise lans for a terroristic lot, r or tor terroristic attempts, they not on y prepare to commit &em 
foal dm- they commit them, they shoot and kill! 
The main thin in this trial is that they transformed their counter- . 
reooIntionary t f  oughts into counter-revolutionary deeds, their 
counter-revolutionary theo into counter-revolutionary terroristic 
~rFce; they not only tal 7 about shooting, they shoot, shoot and 
That is the anah thing. They killed Comrade Kirov, they were I gatting read to kill Corndm Stalk, Voraehilov, Kaganovich, Or. - 
jo&&, ddmov, Kosaior and Poab~hev. This is what we a 
these eopIe for, these argaaizets of secret murder, them v B CWI ed mur mrs. 
And that is why wu demand that the Court judge &ern as severely 
ne o m  Soviet law commands, judge them as our socialist conscience 
h d a .  
Murder-this is the whob "program" of the home poli~y of these 
le. 
%at wm wr forsip policy? 
Henz tk d u d a  of the dead ariae, here the old UClemmmu 
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h'' are revioed, hem the cloven hoof of Troteky again bmomm 
vj8ibre. 
Is letter recaivea by Drsitzar contained h brief points: 
(1) '"% put alin and VoroshiIw out of the way; (2) unfold work of 
o r g d g  nuclei in the army; (3) in the of war, t a b  ad- 
vantage of every setback and possible d a s i o n  to aha tha 
lenddip.  
This is avowed banking on defeat. 
Thir is the old Clemenceau thesis, but in a new d ~ n ,  edited 
by the united center of the 
Fritz David stated 
drmed it in this Court 
hiatoricaI documents, 
nature of the task d i c h  confronted Trot&y, Zinmiev a d  Ka- 
me~), that in one of his conversations with Trotsky dm l a m  
d e d  him: WO YOU think thig discmmt will d k p v  m tbs 
event of a war betwen the Soviet Union and he. Japan-?" (IEa 
referred to the diecontent which he though existed m oar corn* 
by.) "No, on the contrary," said Trotsky, %der der cmWw 
the forces boatile to the regime will try to d t q  and in that caee 
aur task d l  be to mite and take the lead of b e  d i d  
masses, to arm them and lead them against the d i n g  burearpmats" 
(Vol. VIII, p. 61 1 . 
Trotsk r-td this in hia letter of 1932 (evidently .this is Bis 
xe and in a conversation with Berman-Turin. -fi r 
Bwman-Yurin stated: "h coandm with ths international 
situation at that time Trotsky told me that the task of demoralizing 
our military forces was of articalar importance, for in tbe event 
of a war against the Soviet 6nim large ma- would be oalled np 
to the army." Trotsky and the Trohkyitea together with the Zin- 
ovievites calculated on bein$ able to idwmce thae mamm wry 
eaeily. 'Trotsky said to me Ilterdly the folIowiag," added Berman- 
Yurin : "We will defend the Soviet Union prwided the Stalin 
leadership is overthrown' " (Vol. IV, p. 100). 
Such was their pro am in foreign poIicy! 
Perha s this is a1 an invention? Perbaps Frih David and e Y Berman- urin just gave rein to their fantasy? Perhaps this iP1 ialZ 
a ack of lies, an invention, the i onsible chatter of the a w d  f n o are wing to say a* much tbs othan h 
order to mitigate their own ultimate fate? No T&ls is n ~ t  an in- 
vention, not fantasy! It is the trath! Who d m  not know &at 
Trotsky, togetber with the luxnsed Kamenev and Zinwiev now in 
the dock, eeveral years ago proclaimed the "Clenaenceau &mid"' 
that they mid that it was necesaarp, in the ePsnt of waf, to wait 
nniil the enemy had got within a &ace of 80 kilo- of MOB- 
mw a d  th to r k  in amu againat ?he Soviet government, to 
overthrow it This t aa historical fact. It cannot be denied. And 
that is wh it must be admitted that the evidence given by Berman- 
Yarin rn i Fritz David in this connection corresponds to the truth. 
Such was the "foreign policy" program of these people. For 
this program atone our Soviet ople will ban these traitors on P" the very first gates! And it wil serve them rig f t! 
Do*-, Dece mPd Promdon-The Pdndpal 
M-8 O E T I O Q ~ W - Z ~ S  
Let us now turn to the methds by which these people operated. 
This, perhaps, is one of the moat shameful p a p  in the story 
of heir sbameful criminal activitim. 
In conformi with the &principlen of the Trotskyite-Zinovievite 
u n l  oand a oc to d z e  power by any means, the membera of 
lhis k widely practiced double-deahg sa their principal mathod 
in h h  relations with the Party and tbe Government. They tram+ 
formed this double-dealing into a syetem which all the h f s  and 
Malinodys, dl the mret police, with all their epies, pxovocateum 
and a p t s  for divermpe activities, might well envy. 
RsiagoId stated that in 193344 Zinoviev told him in a private 
conversation-and Zinwiev corroborated this before the whoIe 
world at th Ie  M-that "be principd, practical task that eon. 
fronted their under ound organmtion was to~organize their terror- 
iatic work m M) iP y am not to cornpro& thcmsdvea iu any way". 
Pisha s tb is an exaggeration? Of course not. What Reingold 
said acrn f orma to the l&c of thiaga. 
The  main tbing during an invaatigation," said F i v i e v  in in- -hb accomplices, "is to deny all conneetion with the 
tion, argnhb that terror is incampatible with the viem of &X%M&* (Vol. XXVII, p. 112). 
Trofdry &I# recornmenid that in rbe went of a terroristic act 
kimg commitid, they should -ate themselves from the Trot& - itt o anization and take a position analogous to that taken b y 
t h  b t r a l  M t t e e  2 thc ~ocialist-~evo~utionaries toward 
Madam h p 1 e  who shot at Vladimir I1 ich (Ianin). We know ' 
what that me- We d r  that after zapleu find k r  i reder -  
o m  bullet at h i m ,  the Central Committee of the Socialist. 
Ibsvolatiorraries issued a leafles in whicb they categorically d d d  
that they had nothing to do with thb terroristic a c ~  Trotaky, 
Zinoviw and ECameneP adopted tbe same tad- 
&wiev said: V e  took the path of a carefully considered and 
p r o f d y  secret plot, we regarded oursalvoa as Mar*ists, and 
mmd&ng tbs formula 4 h d t i o n  in an art', altered it to mit 
it 
. pwrpom and dselarad that 'plotting against the Party, against 
StaLrr,hunadn I 
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The mastem of d& "artn arc now sittin in the dock. 1 will not 
-7 that they are highly skilled maatem. d& are onskilled maatrm. 
&verthelwa, they managed to do their des ieabla w o k  Whst did r &iu 'art" consist of? The foremost part o b i r  plan was by evgry 
pwssible mans to mask their truly criminal faces. 
ha s is one of the most a* easse in history w h a  
the "'rr wo ma P acquired its real msning: these pao L plrt maeks 
E i on heir faces, ado ted the pose of repentant sin- w o had broken : with the past, who ad abandoned their old emng ways and -88 ! which grew into crime. It is characteristic that precisely at the time when the d t e d  Trotskyite-Zihovievite center waa i n d y i n g  its stivitien to the utmost, when h s e  terroristic activities reached their highaat point of deveIopmen~ when they were advancing to the consummation uf the despicable murder of Comrade GOB, it waa precisely at that 
riod that Zinoviev sent a letter of repentance to the b a l  
Emmittce. In this letter dated May 8, 1933, that ia to sa nhrm 
he preparations for terrorimtic lctr were at thdr height, 8novh  
not only renounced all his aat mistakes, but hymt ica l ly  mwd B his loyalty to m i h  aa to the Party. 
During the very days in which he was preparing to strike a 
treacherous blow at the wry heart of the Patty, preparing a terror- 
intic act against Comrade Stalin, tbin dminal who, like at1 thorn 
sitting in the dock at the IWIW~ time, had loat everg &lance of 
a human bsipg, ended hie f etter with the following words: 
"I ask you to believe me that f am spankin the truth and nothhg but dm 
r n t b . ~ u ~ p m t o r a t o n m r n t ~ . r n b d ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a u  
opponuni of d g  for ths common J give my word ua a molntion 
\ ?bat I 4 In +he mmt domtad nanba of d16 Pun, and d d. lnPf 
possibly can at least to some extent to a m  for guilt Idow th PartJr 
and its Cantml Commke.'' 
We know now what t h e  words were worth, we know that 
Zinoviw did all ha paesiBly could to damage tbs Party and tbb 
work of building socialism in om co~mtry, to damage tha catwe 
of the whoIe international Communist m o m t .  
On Juae 16, 1933, he pdishsd an article i P d  entitled 
'Two Partien". Ha publish an article in the M a 1  Or n of o m  
Party in which be d m  everythilag to prove his 1 t f  
* Party, mvodly condenmi oppommism and dnga hal13ui&'f~ 
victorim achieved by thF Party. 
Thia wason May 8 and Jrma 16, that b t o q ,  in &a- 
of 1933. And in that very srrmmer of 1933, an hm now h deb- 
3ely atabIiied, at a conferenc~ of the T ~ o ~  aoltar, 
-vim imtruch Ehkayev to etart ftw prdc8l  mliiatim of 
measures of terrorism. 
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ZinaPiw was indignant with Smirnov here when the latter re 
& him for dling lies. Smirnov himself did not atter a siagIe 
word of huth here, but he re roached Zinoviev for telling liea B Z i n ~  was offended and sai that the dicference between him 
and S m h o v  was that he, Zinoviev, "had firmly decided at tbio 
laet monlaent to speak h a  whole truth, whereas Srnirnov had evidently 
taken a different decision". 
P d t  me, comrade judp,  to warn you against this statement 
of Zinoviev's. Do nor blieve that he is really arpeaking the whoIe 
trath hem 
At the Lanwad trial on January 15-16 Zinoviev and Kamenev 
performed not at all bad in one of the scenes of their cunning, 
&ow m nde. k i l e  giving evidence at the t d d  on 
1514T35, K-QV wanted lo create tba impmion *at 
he waa an enemy who had finally and sincereIy laid down hie arms 
and was telling all that was in hi hart against the government 
and the Party. He then recalled 8om episode it whicb Zinoviev 
concealed something of what was said in a conversation with 
Trohky. In a voice of pathos and "uafei ed" indignation Kamenev 
raproached Zinovfev for having m l $ & i s  fat ,  lor not spediiq 
the trrrth. 
But at that very time Kamenev h d f ,  and Zinoviev, tried to 
h i v e  us, to deceive the Comt and the whole country by stating 
that they bad had no connectiw whatever with the murder OF Sergei 
Mironovich Kirov. Then, as now, literally in the sam wards that 
were uttered yesterday, Zinovicv and Kamenev vowed that they wern 
aking the whoIe truth. It may be mid that for Kamenev and 
x o v i c v  the bid of January 15-14 1985, was a son of n h d  
of the pmmt trial, which thep did not expect, perhaps, but which 
they did not escape any more than they wuld escape from fate. 
I will come back to the "remarkable" evidenm given at &e trial 
in himgrad. I mention it now only in order to warn you, and 
through you, through the Court, to warn the whole country, not 
on1 against Kamutev and Zinoviev, bat against all ather double 
du!en, all other haitor. whom dortunately we .ill have in om 
ranks and who taIk about their repentance, who dissociate them- 
selm and mask themselves, in order the better to thrust heir  knife 
into the back af the Party, of our country, of our great cause, 
Not the slightest confidence must k placed in these certified 
and hardened deceivers! 
Tmp themselves understand that they do not deserve any con- 
Merrsce. While examining Zinoviev I asked him: "Are you speaking 
dme whole truth now?" h d  he answered: "Now I am aperJJng 
the do143 truth ta the verg end.n 
But what proof is there af this? How can we b e l h  them d m  
as 
hey have surpassed all mceptiona of perfidy, cttrming, d& and 
treachery? 
Zinoviev carried this erfid to slloh that after the marder 
of Sugei Mironorieh &w i s  mt 
The only thing he said bere about that WM obitaarp was 
not ublishd as fat as I remember.'' And &at is all. 2ue i~ the obihay; I have it in my hand. Zinorkv dated it, - 
if I am not mistaken, the 4th or 7th of h e m h ,  moet pmbabIy 
the 4th of December. 
You, Zinoviw, gave this obituary notice on Comrade Kirov the 
title 'The Beacon Man". HOW did you start the obituary noti- 
which you intended for the press, and which, consequently, waa to 
become public roperty? 
'This muld & ohrved throughout the 17 years of our rcvolo- 
ijon, at every moment when the enemy contrived to  a t r h  a blow 
at the Bolsheviks. . . . That i~ what happened when the ememy 
succeeded in striking a  alpa able blow on the battlefields of cbe 
Civil War, that is what happened . . ." &, etc. 
And further ZinoPiev writes: 'The grief of tbe Party ie- the 
rief of the whole people, of alI the oples of the U.3.S.R The 
fisrty'l mourning is the mo -=? of I& whole of our great cow- try. . . , The whole pmple have elt the bitterness of bereavement." 
It is true that the b i e e s  of bereavement and an agabt  
the treacherous shot was felt by the whole wnn Kt fe l i ig  
w redly &red lq tbs wh& ~ ~ m h ) ,  l o n g  myold. 
But to what extent does thia concern ou? K 'The f d  murder of Sergei Minovic Kirov has in truth r o w d  
the whole Party, he whole of the Soviet Union." 'The 1- of this 
beloved and dear man has been feIt by dI as the losa of one who 
is near& and dearet of all. . . ." 
This is what you, the accused Zinoviev, mote  in &a terrible end 
disgraceful article. Why did the Party lose this near and infinitely 
dear S. M. Kirov, accused ZinoPiev? The Party lost this man who 
waa so near and dear to UB because you, the accused Znoviev, 
killed him, you killed hi with your own hands, your handa are 
stained with Kirov'a blood! . . . 
"Beloved son of the Party," you wrote. What h I m r  sacrilege! 
"A son of the working cl-this is what this Bacon Man was," 
"our dear, deep, strong. ;. . . One could not help believing hi* o m  
could not help loving him, one could not he1 being r o d  of him." 
This is what Zinovie* wrote, e d a  a% b a u d  of oynicim! 
Such L this man. b Ioved him, he WM proud of him, and he 
kiIled him! The miscreant, the murderer, mourns over his oiceirn! 1 Has anything like it ever o c c d  More?  
I What can one say, what words can one usa fully to b r i b e  the 
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llttsr b m m  and l~tbsomenea of this: Sacrilege! Perfidy! 
P licity! C d n g f  3 nu pa, zinoviev, you who with your w r i l  *om hand ax- 
to rear your hair in order to deceive the people. 
P dngnished thia bacon, and you began pabiidy an h g p d t i c ~ l l y  
Whom did you kill? You killed a magnificent Bolhvik, a 
'onate tribrme, a man who was dmsrous to yon, a man who re daotedly for Lanin9a tat.mcnt aud .kut you. You killed 
"g tbir man in a fld of time by the bullet red by the deepieable 
hand of Nikohyev, and two or three daya afterwards you writ an 
article to the P r d a  in which yon wrote about the Uextinguished 
bacon*', Whtre shall we find the word with wbi& to ap raise this f i d l e  trick! I can not h d  the words in my vocabu ary ! 
e will now paw to  Kruaetreo, the second piilar of the w i l e d  f 
Ziacwkite group, this hypocrite "in m ass's skin," aa he bimwlf 
. "p- 
it at the Semteenth Con- of the Party, 
a& the Court to pay atkintion to the articlm Kame- pub 
lisbed in 1933. Kamenev wrote these artic1ea a h o e  simalteneoualy 
with those written by Zinoviev b mutual agreement. Kamenev 
& l i W  an article in Pra J a  in w i ich he, like Ziaoviev, renounwd & pwt erring nays, condemned his own mistdies and mid that 
"the man who had fought Lenin for decsdea became the most im- 
rtant figure in the op oaition," e h ,  etc. &It is clear," wrote 
Emen ev in this article o P May 25, 1933, "that the resistaim to the 
policy headed by Comrade Stalin was based on the premises which 
ma& members of the Party in October 1917 come out as the op- 
ponents of the olicy of Lenin." Weeping and groaning, Kamenev 
tried to prove 4 at he had broken off relations with his old friends 
and aoncluded his article with an appeal to all of them to abandon 
all -am& which waa interfering with the work of building ~ q -  
c i & m  
This was in May 1933. And in the summer of 1933, after the 111 
rehtrn of Kamemv and zit lo vie^ from exile, a maating of the 
TrotsLyite-Zinovieoits cenm wtu held in Zinoviev's apartment for 
the p m p e  of organizing terroristic actn against the l&u of the 
and the Soviet governmmt. 
p% b e v  w a ~  asked about tbis here, his re lies were curt. 
to repeat I asked: 
! M o p  took p l ~  batween me an him, which I 
I "What ap r a i d  should be g i n  the articles and etatements P in 933, in which yon e x p d  loyalty to the Party? 
UKmmmm: 'NO, WOW fbafl deception.' 
I 
"Vyahl f i r :  'Perfidy?' 
"Kamaaav: Wonre!' 
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UVy&~Ay:  'Wors~ tban w o n ;  wow &an pdidy-bd tbe 
word. m n ? '  
"Kmnsnsv: 'You have found the word!' " 
Latar on he said that he not wnl did this in y t  with I Zinovisv, but rhat it was 111 done in of tb plan to t&e 
ower that had hen drawn up beforeband, which p h  W- ma- 
f,&d xi& r6c r.wm&ty ot w i d n g  d b c b b  
k is a mall detail which is of mme im o- for de f tbe moral or, if you will, the ideological eoel of the a22 
Kamenev, for characterizing his i n t e w  at tbe the, for b - r -  
king some of him moral pTemisee. 
f would like to mention one of &a booLa of W a v e l l j  (Vol. I) .  
It wae ublhhed in 1934 by the UAcadmnia" Publishing Hotree, of 
which f amenev was then the had, and hrra a prafa~e -. 
It ia a wry in-ling M. It nu mi- im tho 1$1-. 
THe author wrote it for a prince in order to hatrttct him in the 
art of governing the state in aceordmca with his prhdy  inbr&u 
W i d l i  mote: 'You muet h o w  that bm are two wayn of 
by law and by fom: dm ht in proper to v; the 
~ 3 % m w .  
UButbecapseman ~ t b 5 r s t t b ~ ~ m w t  
be had to the asDonlb A p h m  rmut pours the nature of both 
beast and man.' 
This leased Kamenev very mud, and in his short preface to 
t h ~  boo{ wrote tc tha~lmriry int- words: *A master of 
litical a horism and s brilliant dialsetician. . . ." (Accord@ to 
Famensv Lachiawlli was a dialddatll Thi, h u W  mhrmcr 
tnrns out to be a dialectician!) master of politid a horism. . . ." 
A be a p h o h  indeed! Mdiamli  wrote: to 6#t % y means of 
Iaw is characteristic of men, to 6ght by mema of force ie char- 
scteri& of tbe h a t ;  pureae &a M a 1  p l i q  and you, nays ' Machiavelli, will a& your goal. And thin tbt accaeed b w  
calls bein a mwtar of politierrl aphorid"' 
~ A ~ - ~ w h t r n m h t a t k :  . . . . ~ u o i a n  
who from his o b A m  had formed the firm opinion that all 
concepts of the &&ria of good and svil, of the permidle and 
impesxnWbie, of tHe lawful and criminal were relative. . . . 3s 
Ev~dmtly, according to Kamanev, this ie diaIectics: ' ' aP i what is criminal wid what is not mimid, the iawfd?% the 
I nnlawful, ,good with evil is a new "Mamian" inoerp~tion of 
dialcctim a la Maehiavslli. 
"Machiavelli," wrote Kammw in 1934, bia trentiee i n t ~  
an astonish' ly sharp 7 which the rn er of his 
pwer, to hrld it and pictoriowly to 
: 
it." You had a od teacher, Kamenev, but you, and you must be 
@ven credit for & hare emlled your teacher. 
Further on ou mite in this reface: This  is far from being 
the m i o l r  lpower, but from &a prescription here magnificently 
stand out xoolagical featores of the at a for power in the 
d d y  .lave ownua based on the mica o ~ !  rich minority over 
the toiIing rna'~rity .~ 
That is so. but ou wanted to employ in our ~miety the methods 
of q l c  and tk principles of atruggle that were worthy of 
slave owners; you wanted to ap ly tbem against onr society, a ainst 
aac*lism. YOU arilc: T~IUI, &S secretary of the ~ lomtinc  %d- 
ers and ?heir ambassador at the Po s Court, by accident or dwi 
created a &ell of tremendous exp $ osive ' force which dieturbed r e
minde of rolers for centuries. . . ." You, Kamenev, adopted the rules 
of MachiaveIli, you developed them to &a utmost point of un- 
t+m~pwlotmeear and immorality, you modernimd them and perfected 
them. 
I do not a& yon, comrade judges, to regard this book as material 
e v i k  in this case. I am not wing thh book to prove that the 
a c c d  are guilty of the mimes of which they are charged, I sim Iy 
tho* it m y m r y  to devote a few minutes of attention to tk. 
circltmstance, m order to show the ideological source from which 
Kamsne~ and Zinoviev obtained their Bustenace at that t i m e  
tHese men who even now, at thie trial, ~y to preserve their noble 
oae of Mantista capable of thinking and arguing in conformity with %. princi iss of h i m .  
Drop & clownish farce! Tear the m a t  from your faces once 
and for 8111 Here b 1 1 w  calls Machiavelli'a book 8 shell of 
enormom explosive force. Evidently Kamenev and Zinoviev wanted 
to use thia shell to blow up our socialist fatherland. They mis- 
calculated! And although MacbiaveIli was a puppy and a yokel 
compared with tbem, neverihelese, he was their spiritual preceptor. 
"Mschiavellism," and Azefism -wed you aa the wurce of your 
activities and your crimes. Now this has been exposed by Zinoviev 
and Kamenev thmae1ves: murder, cunning, perfidy and masquerade 
wsre the rinci al, decisive methods in their criminal activities. 
Y&~, Loviw and b m v ,  f r a n ~ y  cynically, abittmi 
that this entered into the pIan of their activitiw. 7'his was testified 
to bp. ReinjpId, thia was &ed to by others of the accused, and 
X tbink that a sdiciently exhaustive characterization of these meth- 
ods is contained in the materials which I have resented. 
up this part of my s h, X can say that the rotskyite-Zinovievite 
center Waa org 
a 2a terrorist basis and had ita program, L 
very primitive and eimp1e one, it is hue, expred in only a few 
wad, a program which did not even need for drafting the two 
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hours to which the aeeussd themselves contemptuously referred. 
Their pro am of home policy WM conhied to murder; their r program o foreign poliq ppag confined to the defeat of the U.S.S.R. 
in war; their method wan perfidy, m d n g  and tr- 
The Cormter-Reoohthnq Tern* Acdivitjes of the 
Truis&tea-Zinwkuh Are Fdly P r o d  
I now pass to the m n d  part of m for the promution. J to the practical activitim of the ~ Q - C  led d t e d  center and to tbe 
characterization of the role of each of the a d  in this criminal 
conspiracy againat the Soviet government. 
There is not the slightest doubt that the ~ i 0 n  of the BnoMte  
and Trotdqite counter-~~~olutionary group which took lace in % the autumn of 1932 arose and grew strong WI the soil an on the 
basis of the mutual recognition of terror ae the pole and M v e  
method in the struggle for power-- le which waa hen the -L fundamental and p h p  J task of the Trots y i b  and Zinoviwib. 
An organization existed. An underground, counter-revolutionary, 
terrorist goup exiated. Existed and functioned. However much 
Smirnov may try to deny thh here, he will not &. The facts 
are too strong, the fa& are too numerous. We, the p r o d o n ,  
have mery ground for &kg that an under ound, counter- 
revolutionuy. Trotskyite-Znwievite group exist$ that this ter- 
rorist organization was created, that it was created p h l y  as s 
terrorist organization, that it developed ih activitim p r d y  q~ 
terroristic activities, that it prepared for terroristic attempta at 
asemahation and that, to our great midomme and horror, one of 
these attempts was swcemful. The f d  murder of Sergei Mirono. 
vich Kirov on W r  1, 19% waa committed b this o r g h a -  
succeeded in commitring. 
t i  tioa. This is the most horrible of the crimw which is organization 
In January W35 we tried the MOBCOW center in connection with 
the trial of the Leningrad center which took place a little before 
that, about two wedm before, and as a result of which L. Nikolayev, 
KotoIynov, Rumyantsev, !h&teky and a number of others were 
convicted and shot. At that time we did not yet know who were the 
reaI authow. insti atom and +cipants in thia monstrous crime. 
But we rexe on t f e  right track The investigation directed by the 
People's Commkmiat for Internal Affairs prweeded along the 
true and mrrect trail of exposing the real organhrs of this crime, 
although the amount of evidence available at that time did not 
enable us to make a direct charge ' st Kmemv, Zinoviw, 
Evdokimov and Bakayev of organking~murder,  of guiding thia 
murder, of committing this murder. 
The verdict in the case of the walled Mosoow center in which 
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Ed-, Zinoviev, Evdokimov and meral others t h ~  r i n -  
cipd ro1ea me& mid in regard to the role t h y  played that they 
had fd the terrorist sentiments of their accomplim that they 
had created the objective roil upon which this crime inevitably had 
to grow up and did grow up. 
Wmg abdutely objective, the investigating and prosecuting 
authorities did not then charge Kmenw, Zinoviev, Evdokimov and 
Bakayw with directly instigating, directly organizing this murder. 
The i n d i e n t  stated that the inveetigating authorities had not 
eaabliahed their direct articipation. Ney&eltss, all the materials 
in the po-ion of $e inventigatin authorities permitted them 
to say that these peopl-Karnmer, gnoviev, BsLsyev and Evda 
kimov-were closely connected with this crime and, as they them- 
selves ex r e d  it, had to h r  complete moral and political 
ra omib!ity for it. 
Po conformity with this Kamenev, Zinoviev, E v d o b o v  and 
Bakayev were given in the M o m w  center case d relatively mild 
wm-nl deprivation of l i b  . 
h a ,  dmviev, Evdokiim an 9 Bakayev did all they pasibly 
wuld to misrepmmt the real atate of daim to shield the real 
orgmizera and accomplices in the crime. They tried to make it 
a pear that they had had no hand in this sordid and despicable 
a p; air. S+ng in lofty style, they &lared that the counter-TWO- 
lution had dosen them as the instrument of itn criminal activity. 
It wag not they who had chosen counter-revoIution as the inhnrument 
of their strugale, it was counter-revolution wbich had chosen them 
as its instrument. . . . 
Zinoviev, Kamenev. Bakayev and Evdokimov did all they could 
to mrt and prove &at they could not bear more re~onaibi l i t~  
for thia foul murder tban moral and political responsibility; but 
they declaxed that they were fully end h o n d y  prepared to bear 
rhia res onaibility, and admitted the correctness and the justness 
of the cRnrges brought apimt them withjn thoas limits. 
During the trill of J~nuary 1516, 1935, Zinoviev said: "Ther~  
are many of ua sitting in the dock, more tban fifteen persons, each 
with a different biopapb . Among us there are many who hatre 1 belonged to the working e asn movement for many years. Much of 
what they have done they did because they had confidence in me. 
and for that, of course, I must tortme m p U .  The task that I see 
eonfroating me st this stage is to repent full? frankly and gin- 
d y ,  before the court of the working claw o what I tutderstood 
to be a mistake and a crime, and to say it in such a way that i t  
ahodd all end, once and for alI, with &is pup!' 
I bave already mid that this statement of Zinoviev's was a pose, 
a maneavsr, a tactical move. 
Tbir ir the way criminals always behave. A c c d  of murder 
. 4 6  
and robbwy, they  lead guilty only ta robbey. f h n d  of Eob 
bery, they plead guilty only to 1-y. of 1-7, thsp 
~Iead gailty 0111 to d v i n g  aolm goode. These tb mual 
hLb of -BIB: chard  d g m  pbrl g d ~  
to lesser crimes. It is a trick to wipe out iba tr- of d~ 
, committed, counting on the credulity of people who dl, in mug I cased, even in criminal cases, ahow some conf ihm in criminals. This was pasition taken u by Zinoviev. An malo ~m p i -  tion was &ken up-and this t&I d l  not deny-* L t v  EvdoLimov and Wayev. Cat@ in 1935, h o s t  red-- d& people admitted re8ponsibility for the minor crime in order to evade responsibility, real reaponeibility, for the major crime 
Zinoviev talked about making a "frank and a h r a n  -on, 
I but he did not really do that. Actually, they did all b y  mnld to 
shield their accomptiw from the hand of Soviet justice, to lwpe 
, themselves some mrves ,  in order at the nexssary moment to UHI 
thwre reaervea a g a h  our P q ,  against the Ieadera of our contry. 
Thin explains the whole posltion tatken up by Zinoviau, Kamenew, 
Evdokimw and Bakayw at the Lsningrad trial on Jan X5-16, 
1935. "It is true,'' said Zinoviev, %at we u s  being m y  on ob- 
jective features." He said that he did not know many of the people 
who were with him in the doclc at that time. Zinoviev, it would 
appear, did not know either Evdokimov, or GErdk, or W e y ,  
or Sakhov. . . . Zinoviev raid that subjectively they were uIoyal" to t the working claes. Zinoviev even had the effrontery to allege that he md his 15 - accompIicea were eubjectiveIy loyal to the working class and did 
not want to take the ath of counter-revolution, but ob'dvely L thLIy turned out the o a way. Why did things torn out lba olbu 
way. X would like tbe accuaed Zinwiev in his sp6ech in defenae 
to say how it happened hat  although be wam subjectively loyal to 
the workin clam, objectively it turned out the other way. TI& 
omnot bs 6 -; such thiop do not ha pen. If, objectively, it 
really turned out that nay, it was only L a u r  your subjective 
loyalty to the revolution, accused Zinoviev, was f se and rotten! 
What were yon thinking about when you said t b  t b p ?  I a& 
you to tell ua about that too, in your epech in defense 
In your fight against the Soviet government you armed yourself 
not only with rage but with firearms. You carried out your criminal 
deaigns in prectice. Your y o u r d f  apoke abotrt dupliotty, but you 
spoke about it in such a way as to conceal the fact that even at that 
moment you were continuing the policy of duplicity. 
You said : "I am awustomed to feel that I am a leader; for me, 
pcraonally, that plryed an enormous role." You said: 
"I am accustomed to feel that I am a leader, and it gaae witb. 
d'r 
M in that I should have known everything. If I am removed 4 
fmm $ feader~hi it is either an injouiec, or a miaundcr.tandin& 
or for a few mon tr a. Thb is no jdcat ion ,  but 1 am telling ou 
splinter of the crimes are being un olded here." 
I; all I think, and thar&&I am extra- from my body tbe ast 
Zinoviev extracted the 'laet splinter" at the hningrad trial. . . . 
No! He did not do that! Hc left, that splinter, and not only that one, 
but sevsral, jn the body of our socialist country in order to continue 
to repare for and commit the graveat crimes. 
Sou said : 
i 
1 
". . . I did not tbiak otherwise: how can I be without my cirule, a 
without knowing everything, without being in the very heart of 
m.? 
of the nnited Trot&yiteZinmi&tc Mac. It was reorganized, it i W m d a t  monger becanse wveral groups were consolidated. , 
Tn 1932 it hgan to develop ita activities on a wider scale, In 1933 , 
it4 displayed particular activity, it prepared fur a number of '1 
temridc acts, and in 1934 it mmtnittitted one of them. 
Zinovitv said, '"This is not the center &at existed in 1926-27." 
' 
and that he had no connection whatmer with this center. Bow did ' 
Zinoviev then put the que.ation of connection with the Leningrad 
center? He said that "there was a group consisting of KotoIynov, 
Mandeletamm, Myamikov and others". An important role was 
pIayed by Kotolpov, which, ZinoPiev alleges, he learned from the 
indietmat in the case of Kirov's murder. 
Zinoviev wanted to assert that he learned about one of the organ- 
izers of the Leningrad terrori& group only from the indictment! 
Wae that really the caae? No, it was not. Zinoviev sent Bakayev 
' 
to ad to est8blierh contacts with the Nikolayw-Kotolynov 
group s t o  i n v d g a t e  how Nikolayev, KKotynos, hdelstamm 
and others were preparing to commit the mime. 
Hem again we have deceit, lies, again camouflage! 
&We sought rapprochement with them." Already in 1935, in 
spite of a11 the camouflaqe, Zinoviev had to admit that be had 
so& rapprochement with Kotolynov and Nikolayev, and that he 
fd thia rapprdxment. Now tI& has beea established with 
duolate precision. 
$5 
I 
Zinoviev related that in 1932 he met Levin, who waa shot in ' 1935 k connection with the mwda of Comrade Kirov, and added: 
I "We did not talk about organization. Nor was there any nesd lor 
this: my hinte were understood, I was an authority for him and 
be was aa authority for me; I knew that rhis man of the 'leader- 
less group' would do what we tdd  h k n  This, tw, contains a num- 
ber of balf hints and half admidon$ which only s 
after a number of clues sxpo*llg Zinoviev had kan oolzCk 
it padble to ensure Zinoviev'm fdl confeseion of b in this 
crime. Now Zinovia. no longer conceals the fact tWC&tmday 
Bakayev tried very hard to tninimk 
Already in January 1935, in connection with the Moscow mter 
c w ,  Zinoviev admitted that Vladimir Isvin was particrJarly 
intimate with Bakayev. But esterday J3aka ev tried to minimite r, this intimacy, to minimix it y stating that ie did not go to meet 
k i n  ia Leningrad for conapirative, terroristic: purpoaear. But thae 
were the only purpaea paasibIe, where such an intimacy existed. 
A11 the time he tried to impress: expunge the words "for this ur- 
pour" from tha evidence and nd thdietmant. No, BJrayev, ms &11 
not expunge hose words; they cannot be expunged h a u s e  you 
went there "for thia purpose", aar an expert, an expert in terrorism, 
and your journe war not accidental! 
Why did not komoviev sand Rain old, Piokel or even EvdoLimov "h to Leningrad? Why did Zinoviev c oose Bakayev and no other to 
aegotiate with the Leningrad roup, with the group that was to 
murder Comrade Kirorr? I h the reply to that &on in 
Enoviev's evidence, and artly in that of Bakayev, at the trial i' on January 15-16, 1935. ino~iev's choice fell on Balrayev bemuse 
Bakayev was most closely connected with Levin, who was the 
reprmntative of the Zinovievites in Leningrad, who was tbe leader 
of the Led rad terrorist under ound or &ation, an he him- F a l f  admitted%foM the Military ollegium, f sat year. We aha find 
confirmation of this in Zinoviev's ePihm: "Bakayev knew bim 
particularly cIoseIy, he was one of the important o r g h ~  of the 
antiparty struggle in Leningrad. , . ." 
Accused Zinoviev, was it only anti-Party strugj$e? It waa an 
antiSoviet struggle, a counter-revolutionary &ugglq a struggle 
which by its very nature bore atr openly counter-revolutionary, 
anti-state, antisoviet character! 
Zinoviev went on to say: "I did not give him any instructions." 
Wdl, you know this is jesuiw that can hardly be exceeded. It is 
Like tlw re ly of the Jmnit monk who, when asked: "Did this man 
ass here& answered, pointing up hi dm: "He did not pam 
Lm* 
yon'cai no contacts with Levin, but you did have contacts with 
him through Bskayev. Bsikayev travelled oa your inrhtctions. CoE- 1 
sequently, wben you said: "1 did not give hi any instrootion," 
you lid %ah? 
Bakayev m not the on1 one to carry out your instructions. All  
of yon-bath K m e n n  a n l  Zinodev, as wcll u the whole of your 
c e n t e r 4  on negotiations with Levin, KotoIynov, Nikolayevy 
Rumyantsev, Soasitsky, Mandelstamm and a n d r  of other mem- 
h a  of this mg of h* rad ZinoviePitm, wbhh haa now been # b m h  "p 0 d a h w  n rbols d your ccnm checked op m 
the progrtlPs being ma& by the &grad gang of Zinovievitee in 
preparing far this 6; and you waited impatiently for &a time 
w h  at last tbat loyal mn of our Party, the leader of the h i n  ad 
Bdahnilo and 1- tribuw, Sugei Mimnovich Kirou, woulrh. 
destroyad And they lived to see this marder committed. 
In this Court Znoviev admitted that he waa r e m h  to h w n  R murder. He ma in a harrp, he clutched feveri~ly at peo la like 
Nik01ayea and Kotol a in order n b u a n  hi, m d u r .  g o t  the F leaat motive was the @sire to forestall the Trotskyite terrorists. The 
Trotskyiten ware p e n g  hard. 
Zinoviev admitted that Smirnov was also hurrying. They were 
all hurying. Tbe Trotskyites operated with ater determination 
and energy &an the Zinovieviteu Zinoviev c ew that Trotskyite 
t e d t s  wwe arriving from &road. And ZinoViw declared that it 
war a "matter of bonor"1 am nlrhamed to uae such a word in 
this c o d h  carry out his criminal deaign sooner than the 
Tro&ykI Hewe Zinoviev'n feverish im atisnce. Thst is why he 
was waitiag ewy day for the moment *&n ha uachaolu dot 
would at Iaat bs iired in W i d .  All hi aetivitiea were d i d  
towardr committing this foul mima aa man, as swiftly md aw 
sucoamfdly an p d b l s !  
Such wae ths role played by Ziaoviev, such was his conduet in 
this dr. 
In firrishing with thirr epbde, I would like now to get a straight 
an- from Enoviev to the following question: Doe~ Zin~viev 
now 9onl moral mpdhility, or the whole criminal re- 
sponsibility, fu IT mpondbih , tor p 'ng, organizing and corn- 
mi* tho murk of S m g e i t O t l o ~ ~ i m r ?  
Of e o m  Zinoviev will MY Up''. He cannot nay anything ele. 
He aaid &a on the very first day of this trial whan caught in tbe 
gri of tba iron chain 4f widmw and proof. It t b  .~ms trial ~.manev took an B.L.~W 
took a uimilar m d .  Kammev mid that be did not know of the 
uxisttnm of the Momow center. Trying to ose an a nobls person, 
bs mid tbatin - far as the center &stud: and this na 
ha was mponaible for it. , . . '1 
I Tbe way m e v  put it, it amomtea w this: hs did not h o w  there was a center, but if them was a center, well then, he b about it. But Kamenev did kauw of the existam of tlae omter; + indeed knew. This has been proved. And now thie is combrated by fresh evidence obtained in c o n d o n  with t b  discmery of a number of new criminal angs operating in the same M o n .  This tsitime throw ~ U I I  &ht oht m W J  and t m ~  dair. And then Kamenev tried to pose as a man who had become politically blind. He said: I became Mind-I l i d  to the a of 50 and did not las this center in which, it - o w  I mrlP"wu, active, in which I participated by d o n  and by inaction, y v h  and by siImce. It sounds like some sort of spiritualism, spiritualim and black , *at ,, we nuked thu tb w u  *ply I. attempt 
at conceatment by mema of falee phrases, an attern b msans 
of thw false p~rarxs to conceal the truth NOW a11 &Ah 
hal ly  e x p d  No, Kammev did not become bIind k wry 
we11 saw and knew what he was doing. He MW prfectly well 
what was going on around him, because he or $nusd wu going on around &. Kameaev did not become lind, b e c a a  he 
acted by epeeeh and ailen=, By silence when he did not say: "Don't 
do thab" when he should have snid thst; and by q e ~ h  when b 
said: "Do ih" when, ~erhaps, some af his younger amktmta 
wavered and turned to him as their authority, as their meator. 
Kameaev said: 
I "I wan1 to say--slot in my own j d c a d o n ,  I did not remember 
this bfom bgt now I d 1 A t  some tiare ago Zinoviev told me 
that Safmv had visited him and had p r o m  mm ma of a Moe. 
I I said that I would not talm part in an Moc h u e  I never be ' lieved &at man. Zinoviev can confirm & I xu not o p p d  to 
W' whom did he tak? ul% I-" 
"With Tolnuwv and Shattky." Tolmamv and Shaeek =re :tctive 
K i r ~ .  
I members of &e himgrad Zinovimite gang WE& kil ed Comrade 
Kamene~ talked with Tolmaxov and !3habky, that is to say with 
tm of the principal o r g h n  the m e  of be: 
So Kamenew agreed to these converaationa and c a d  rlaem on , through Bakayev. But he tried to a o d  tbia 
Arguing that b could not have any connection wid tenorha, 
r ~a-,-poa,dd: 
*I must sa t I am not a coward by nrrtru~, bat 1 mmr i with ltnna 1 alwaya e q w k d  hat a altaali~n 
, wouId arise in which b Cemtral hmni t te~  would be cmplled to 
negotiate with tw, that it would move up and make rocrm for tlg . . . 
These dreams did not recm durhg the past two yeam, simply be- 
came I am not a dreamer and not a fantad. There were fantam and 
adventnrws in our midst, but I do not-belong to that category," 
I think that Kamenev wiI1 now dehe  bia part in this offair 
somawhat differtntly. What aim did Kamersev set b l f ?  Did he 
or did he not bank on @tin% with arms? 
At that time he ~aid-~No. Now, two days ago, he said--"Yes." 
At that time he mid "no" because he knew, he saw hat  we were 
as yet not in p-don of all the threada of this h a d  crime, 
h u w  at that stage of tho investigation dl tbe ~ltrea& hadl not yet 
been finally unravelled. At that time he said: "No." Now, when 
e* has been disclosed, he sayg'FYea.'' 
Bere is a characteristic fact! It shows what a great and decisive 
role peraonal motives played in this criminal 'krrork" of Kamenev. 
Kamenev thought hat  a time must arrive when the Cenbal Corn. 
rnittee would move up and make room for him. But sup ose it did 
P f, not move up? Sup ose it did not make room for him? that he, Kamenevy won d take measnres to have roam made fox h i  
T3is L the whole of Kamenev's logic and politics! Lo& and 
poIitica which make it utterly impossible for ue to that he 
d w  not belong to as catc ory of pople  whom b e Y Z e l f  deb 
cribed as advcntwersi. No. 8bviously he b e l q  to this category, 
as well as to the other cate ory-the "fantam . There was not a 
lids of finmy hers, but L wm plenty a anhp., to put 
this fantaey into ractice, to make it real, to make 'it a living thing 
even by means o ? adventurwl, by means of a bloc with spies, agents 
for divedve activities, secret police agenta, murderers, and by direer 
murders. Kamenev agreed to this, Kemenev was prepared to do thie. 
Here is d n g  elsa he said at the Leningrad trial: "I am 
speaking before the portraits of theae at builders of mcial. 
im. . . ." It must be mid that among tben was a portrait 
framed in black, the portrait of Comrade Kirov. Kanmenev at the 
trial vowed before the portrait of Kirov, whom Kamenev had mur- 
dered ! *'. . . Before the portraits of theae great builders of socialism I 
am a criminal if I lacked the strength to leave and to take with me 
t h ~  Whom it W88 @h to h. .. .n 
Lies! Again hypomiep, carrrbng, perfidy and cynicism! 
The T ~ o t a k y i k ~ i n m i t d e  C nter K m d  Comrade Ir'irov 
Above I astsed: Was t h e  an organization? Waa &re a Trotsky- 
hZinovievite terrorist center? I m r :  Yea, &re was. It a r e  
in 1932. It conaisled of bmmev, Zinoiev, Evdokimw, Bakayev, 
SmImov, Ter-Vaganyan and Mrachkoaky. 
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'Ibis center existed, and, what is most important, it was formed 
on the direct inatruetiona of Trobk,  & o v h ~  and Kamenev. It 
1 was formed on the direct in&rtdtma of M y  to adopt terror 
I as the soIe method of figbtin against the leaders of the b d  of % Soviets. It was formed on the aeie of p m f d  and strict y. 
Yesterday we were able to observe one of the reprwmtatives of 
this Trodcy-Zinoviev-Kammev school of conspiracy in the pereon 
of the accused Hotlman. In the a d  we have mother conspirator 
in the person of Smirnov. The center existed and f d o n e d ;  it 
not only resorted to methods of downright d , M t  and 
treachery hut, as has now been definiklg -tab= 
and established secret communications with the German it Orff""d d s b ,  
with whom it mated the German Trotskyites, wing them in tbe 
fight against our leaders, usin 
&,* 
connections with the German 
Gestapo in the persons of Tu lev+, P. Olberg and their like. 
I take it as absolutely proven by the personal evidenm of liter- 
ally al[ the accud, including that of Smirnov on thia point, that 
this center was organid on a terroristic basis, that the center 
resorted to terroristic methode, not M i g  from the moat sordid 
and cynical methods in ita a, I talre it as absolutely p m m  -% that this center prepared a n m  r of terroristic attempts in  the 
Ikraine, in Moscow and in Leningrad. Finally, this center p ared 
and- committed the murder of Sergei Mironovich Kirov i o z i n -  
grad, 
As I have already mid, the xnnrder of Sergei Mironovich Kirov 
1 was art of the conspirators' genera1 plan to murder the leaders of 
the foviet state md the C.P.S.U. Incidentally, this has been eat& 
lished by the evidence of Evdokimov. I ask the Court to take note ' of Evdokimov's testimony of Augu& 10, when he said that the 
murder of Kirov was committed on the direct instructions of the 
, united center of Trotakyi~Zinovievite bloc, when he eaid that 
in 1934 Zinoviev gave him direct imtmctions to this &eet Bakayev 
aIso corroborated thia. The deciaioa to organize the murder of 
Kirov was adopted by Zinoviev, Kammv, Evdokimw and Bakayev, 
and by Trotsky's repreeentatives, Mrachkovsky and Ter-Vaganyan. 
Edokimov's evidence, to which I now refer, reads as follows: 
"For the purpose of reparing for the murder, Bakayev was sent 
to Leningrad at the &ginning of Nwembu 1934, that ia to say, 
some daya before Nikolayev kilIed Ktov in the Smolny, in the city 
of Leningrad--to check up on the preparations for this murder. 
Bakayev ersonally met Njkolayev and on re i Moscow in- fonaed vdokimov, Ziaoviw and Kamenev of . The tatter 
noted with satisfaction the sacoessfd ro of the preparations 
for this fod crime md begam to wait rf:r =ot. Balrayev warned 
Nikolayev and his aocompIices that they ma& -it for Zinoviev's 
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Than came 1933, the p a r  of revival of terroristic =ntiments, 
ths year of muuption of activitiear by the Trotskyik-Zinoviwite 
Ziawiev will not hold water, 
Kamenev says "it was decided" to kill, and adds "I a g e d  to 
tht hision". Is tbia not taking practical steps? 
At dm preliminarJr hatigation Bakayev persistently denied that 
be Id hadayd any part in the preparationa for the murder of ' 
; Eut he wns expaeed by Karev, who reminded him of a 
nambw of facts. And onl then, after that, did Baka v confw. 
'&st ia wh , in view of yev's full confession, I re rained from , K A examining arev in Court. P" 
It mar hand of Nikola v, of Kotolynov, of his group that ; 
morderad Sergei Mironovioh Erov. But who else took pm in this ' 
murder? I &d Zinoviev: When was the united center organiaed? 
Eumiev re lied: h the mmmer of 1932. During what period of P time did it unction? ZinoPieo: Practically up to 1934. 
I would Eke to deal with this question in greater detail. In ' 
1932033 Kaaaenev and Zinoviev were in exile; but the oenter fmw ' 
ti&. It b known that in 1934 Smimov, too, was not at l i i ;  
he wan armted in January, 1933; but the center functioned. And 
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Zixloviev confirms that the amter functioned I draw dm condab 
don that if the center fuuctioned it wm becatme of ibe d . o r B a n -  
technique of eommdcation which d l 4  m h who 
were not at liberty, Smimw, for wampls, to take part iu guiding 
the w o k  of this m b r .  
In know that in his d e b  Smimov wi l l  a q p  that, b had left 
the center. Smirnov wilI say: did not do anything, I waar in 
prison." A naive =don ! Smirnov was ia priaon from January 1, 
1933, but we know that whib in prison Smitnov or d m- 
tach with hie Trotsk it% for a code was dkovure by nssamr h $ of which Smirnov, w ile in prison, o o m m h t d  with bis com- 
anions outside. This proves that commuai~~tion exhed apd 
k u r n o v  wronot deny thir 
But even this doea not settle the pirestion h n w ,  after all, what 
'ie important for us is that Smhov, like Zinovitv and Kamersev, 
is responsible for all the cater's d v i t i m  and for the activities of 
the whole of the terrorist group which wm o r p i z d ,  b d t  up 
' and functioned under bis leadership when they wwe still st l-. 
Smirnov, Zinmiev and Kamenev were the o r g a n h  of the center; 
tkey direated the activities of their tern- of all theae P U S ,  
b Dreibrs  and the rwt  And they mwt bear f d  wpondility 
for this, i r r e q d v e  of whether any one of them was at Libertp at 
I the time or not. This is ekmmtq,  and I do not &ids it is a- sary to deal with it in &d. Aa tbe Imders, they must answer for the whole of the criminal activities of th% organization which they 
led and of all those groups which sprang up on the soil they 
I 
plowed, 
What did the activities of the k t e r  consist of? ZZnovim said: 
"Their principal act iv i th  consisted in tha preparations of ter- 
roristic a* against the lm&m of the Party and the ~ ~ t . "  
I asked: against whom? ZhovieP answered: againtit L leaders. I 
asked: that is to say, against Stalh, Vordilov and Ka anovich? 
Was it your center that organized tbe murder of Kirov ?B Was the 
murder of Sergei Mironovich Kirov organized by your center, or 
by mme other or anization? . 
Zinoviev: Yes, % y our center. 
I asked: Did this mter comprise you, Kamenev, Smirnou, M r d -  
kovsky and Ter-Vaganyan? 
~Znovim: Yes. 
'To my qumtion: So you organized the mupeter of Kirov? 
Zinoviev replied: Y a  
And aw, it is Zinoviev, h e v ,  Smirnov, Mrachkdy,  Ter- 
Vagangm and all the rest who mmt answer for thii trime. 
The most pereistmt in his denials is Smirnov. He pltmded guilty 
only to being the leader of the Trotskyite nnderpand counter- 
--I -4 I L 
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revolationary umter, Tm, he said this in a somewhat jocular way. 
Tuming to Ter-Vagan an, Mrachko and Dreitaer, he Baid to 
&tm: 'You want a I eader? Well, "S; t a me." But you, aced 
Smimov, were the leader. Smirnov was the leader of the Trotskyite 
underground o anhation. It was no accident that Zinoviev and 7 Kamenev regar ed him ae Trotsky's representative, as Troteky'n 
deputy, as the -1 leader of the whole of the Trotskyite under- 
ground organidion. And finally he himself confessed to his .  
I do not know what Smirnov is going to aay in his last plea; 
but X t h i  that on &a bads of the materid of the preliminary 
inv&'gatioa and of the material of the conrt investigation I have 
every ground for declaring the following : (1 ) the accused Smirnov 
has confwied that for a n& of yeare he was the actual leader 
of the Trotsk 'te undergromd organization; (2) he has cenfeased 
that he was P rohky's representative and deputy in the U.S.S.R.; 
(3) he has confessed that he was in Berlin in 1931 ahd there met 
Sedov; and (4) he hae confessed that Sedov informed him of the 
terroristic tasks and gave the terroristic & d o n s .  
It is ttwe that Smirnov denies that thee were Trotsk 's direc- 
tions. He sap that this waa Sedov'a "personal opinion". k w&- 
1% on returning to the 7J.S.S.R he conaidered it necessary to com- 
municate Stdov'a +rial opinion" to his companions in the under- 
ground or anbation . . . 
we bim:  hue is th. logic of this? ~f this mr ~ e d o v * ~  
personal opinion, and moreover, an opinion with which Smirnov, 
as he arrserted, did not agree, why communicate it to the other mem- 
hem d the underground organization? Communicate it and not say 
that he did not ee with it? All his compaaions in the counter- 
revolutionary un ? erground organization declared that ha did not 
even hint at his disagreement with tbia line. Under these circum. 
&mm, what can we regard as established? Was there a meeting 
with Sedov in 19311 There was. Is Sedov--the son of L. Trotsky- 
his clwrest and ht assistant in all his political activities? He is. 
During this meetin did Sedov talk to Smirnov? He did. Smirnov 
admits this. Did t& tdt about terror? Y q  they talked about 
terror, Smirnov admits &is too. The question as to how Sxnirnov 
rmderatood Sedov ia after all a matter of complete indifference to 
the promtion. If Smirnov understood his conversation with Sedov 
not as an instruction, then t h e  was no need for him to c o d e a t e  
I 
it to his colleagues in his underground group. If he communicated 
this c o n d o n  and did not say that he dieagreed with it, it means 
that it wm an instruction, and it cot11d not be otherwise. 
Smirnov sap that he did not agree with this instruction. But if 
be did not agee with it he, as a sdidently experiemed underground 
worker, factionalist and counter-revolutionary, should have under- 
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f siuod that it was his d to break with fhig group, to leave thia p u p .  Otbmim he wo 3 d not be a man enyed 5 politics, let 
alone a leader of an mdergrouttd or U o a  et Srmrnov wse not 
a r d m t ~ - f i l c  A of g b " ~ ~ ~  group. ~mirnm ia 
not Holman. Boltzman is a poor edition of mirnov; but Smimov 
is not Holtxman. Smirnov is Smimov. He is the leader. How can the 
leader remain a member of an underground group when he d i s p  
with the main I i e  of thie grou ? And the main liw of tb group 
waa terroi8e And if he M ~ B  %, in lEll hu did accept whai 
Sedov said a~ an hrnction, but took it merely ae Sedov'n permnal 
opinion, in 1932, however, he received direct instmctiona from 
Trotsky through Yuri Gaven. At that time he cwld no longer say 
that this was somebody's -rial opinionn, for own if it really 
wan a ''personal" position, it was the position of Trotekpt 
From Sedov'a ~ n a l  poeition a straight path lea& to Trotaky's 
position. There are no personal positions! T h e  i~ the Trobkyh 
, chision, Trotsky's Iine of terrorism You, Smirnov, d d  it in 
1931 and in 1932. You alm received the instruction from Dreitzur, 
not pemonaIIy, but I am deeply convinced that yon h e w  about it, 
notwitbatanding the fact that you were in a bouse of detention for 
political offenders. 
In 1932 you d v e d  Tr-rr instruction through Gapen. Trotaky 
lainly said: Terror; put Sialiu ont of the way; kill V o d l o v ;  
Lll the l e a k  of the Party and the g o ~ e r ~ t .  You, SmLnov, 
received thi~ i n d o n ,  You say: I received it, but did not accept 
it. If yon did not accept it, and if you pwemed a m s e  of political 
honesty to any dege,  after haring heard in 1932 Trotdq's in- 
tion sent to you ough Gavm, you could not but break with k 
Trotskyite organization. You understand this, and that k why yon 
say-I broke, I left. But whom did you tell that you hati left? 
You told no one. Mrachko.Bky did not know about it, Ter-Vaganyaa 
did not know about it and avsn Safonova did not know about it. 
You did not t d  anyone! No om hew1  
Consequently, m have no r igh  whatever to Mieve these mms- 
tiom of yours, We can a& hat in 1932 you received insfructiona 
on terrorism from Trotaky and you accepted them. You would not 
be the Smirnov you are if you r e m a i d  in the Trot&yite group 
while dhagrmiig with the fundamental line of this group, while 
disagr&ng with the line of the maa who was encb an authority for 
you as was Trotaky, We know that in your defense speech you will 
curse Trdcy. But no one will blievc you, because in thh Court 
you have not mid, and you do not want to lay, wen two words of 
truth about your work in the terrorist center. Even yesterday you 
wanted to conceal the role pla ed b Pn?na. You wanted to save some 
reaervaa, who, perhap., vouldlnot b entirely e x p d  You rented 
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- to saoa resarves for Trotsky, for your accursed Trotskyite under- 
gromd 0 
I think=% &camstances I have mentioned permit us to 
d l i s h  tbe following in re ard to Smirnov. 
First. Smirnov was a r d e r  of ths uuited a n t r r  of the Tmdy-  
bzinovievite terrorist organhtion. This oenter was organized with 
hia participation. Conqendy, IM is one the most important organ- 
k m  of the center. 
Second He organid this center on the basis of Trotsky's inst ruc- 
tions which he received in 1931. He gave this center its terroristic 
character and thr terroristic direction of its activitia. 
'L'hird. In 1932, Smirnov fmived a second instruction from 
Trotsky. This ie indisputably ebtablished. All Smirnovs attempts to 
prove that, having received *',is instrucrion, he did not agree \\lrll  
it, altho* he remained in the ranks of the Trotskyite underground 
or -on, are too tramparent. 
Lmrade j d p ,  there L. one other very important circumstance. 
on can be put in this way: Ail right, brroridc baais, 
toward terrorbm, talk about terror being the sole means 
what about the organization of practical measures for the 
p q o m  of getting together terrorisit group, for the purpose of 
terrorism hta practim'l 
p-% Ter agrrnyan eaid that work waa carried an to et together R terrorist oupb but that this was p aratory work w 'ch did not 
go bey& limits of repBratiomTtlt xr thn really ihc u? 
Of a- n a  The Lovievites followed the Trotskyiw and 
Smirnov in particular, who persuasively and fervently insbted on 
the earlieat application of terror, and not terror in general, but 
terror againat Comrades Stalin, Kirov, Voroshilov, and other of our 
readem It was Comrade S t a b  and Comrade Kirov who had rmaahed 
thi dishonest opposition. It is quite undemtandable, therefore, that 
Smirnov, this consistent, fully convinced and irreconcilable Trotsky- 
ite, &odd concentrate all his organizing abilities on preparing the 
assaaaination first of all of the leaders of the Central Committee of 
our Party, the leaders of our country. Smirnov kept urging Zinoviev: 
Let UB hurry up and commit s terroristic act, let us hurry up and kill 
Stalin, Kirov and Vor&lov, And Zinoviev, hurrying at the b d e  
of the T r w t e s ,  t full of excitement and agitation fearing lmt 
he 1% g t d . .  . . 
Smimov urged Zinoviav to hurry up with the murder. He was in 
no hurry about a Iatfom. He aaid: It could be drawn up at one 
htlag. Wh.1 did i L y  want a platform for when they had what in 
their opinion was a surer mean-asination ! Smirnov drew up 
and placed in the hands of trie agents a concrete plan for the organi- 
d m  of terroristic acts. The murder of Comrade Kirov waa carried 
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out in Id6Imenl of this plan, for which Zinoviev se we11 as Kumenev, 
Smirnov, Mraehkovskg and Tar-Vaganyan must berrr fall mpun- 
aibility before the land of Soviets, More the !hid people, before 
the Soviet yroleturian Court. 
The Mab Are Torn From du A d  
1 wmider that the gailt of Zinoviev, Kammmv, Evdokhov and 
B h y e v  bas been fully &Iiehed, and that I be r e w  of 
the duty of enumerating the man fa-, and of d y z i u  the mataid I P of the Court inoestigation, whic q o m ~  them to the ulk-t 
I merely want to emphasize that by tbe sids of Ziaoviev, h-, 
Evdokimov and Bakayw shouM & a d  Wrnov, I'er-Vaganyan *ad 
Mrachkovaky. They ought to stand side by *i&. Topthe& ? b y  
directed their criminal activities against u u ~  ~ * , : . m t ,  togethsr 
they murdered Kirov and, therefore, toget1.e. und fully must thPy 
answer for this. 
Smirnov underatands this perfectly bell, and that is why lw 
adopted a poaition of denial. At 6151 be denied warpthing; he 
denied tbe existence of a T r d y i t a  organidon, he denied tk a- 
istence of a center, he denied his participation in the center, he 
denied c~nnection with Trotaky, he denied that ha am auy ! inattuctions, even those which he gave in 1936, an we h o w  that 
thin great conspirator managed to organize the c o m m ~  of 
criminal inntructi~ to bia adherents evetl W e  he waa hlatsd, 
He denied everything--he denied tbe existence of tha Troddr 6" center in 1931, he denied the existence of sach a cater in 1 52 
He denied everything. The whole of bh examination of May 24) 
coniated solely of the words: "I deny that, again I deny, f deny." 
That ia the only thing left for him to do. 
Accmd Smimov, pour experience, your f i l l  in deceit, bas be- 
trayed you Exposed by the evidence of Safmova, MrachLody and 
Ter-Vaganyan, you were compelled to admit that &me m a mn-, 
that you were a member of this mter. Your &mi& twsre d no 
avail. You denied that you had received any M o m  an tar- 
rorism, but you were expoaed on ?him matter by G a v e  and p 
confead ;  ou were exposed by Holtzmm who received ' .mts 
fmm T ~ ~ J  m be conveyed to yon p a o u l l y ,  and o n l y m  
instructions to the effect that it waa now nBcBBBary to ad* &F- 
rorism. Holtzman, whose Trohkyite a l l ~ ~  nnrs kept a pr& 
cularly profound secret, said that he had d d  tbwe htnw 
tiom, but did not communicate &em; and you t b i ~ I ~  that this catl 
be believed. No, no one will believe this, 
Holtmarr adopted m e  position aa Smirnov-I admit dvsrp- 
thing except t e r r o ~ b e c a n s e  he kuom that for t e r m h u  he 
may have to pay with his bead. Smirnov waa exposed an a -ria 
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by Holtmm, by MraJlkody, by Safanova and by D r e i b .  
On July 21, you, Smimov, gave somewhat diflerent evidence, 
that is to my, at firat you W e d  that you had received any instruc- 
tim from Trotsky to organize terrorism, but here you admitted 
that yon did m i v e  them. Your denials came to nought. 
When eonfronted with Mracbkdy ,  you continued to deny that 
you bad received from Trodsy and conveyed to Mrachkovslry instruc- 
tiom to or anhe a terrorist group. Mrachkovsky put you to shame by 
w e g :  hy, Ivan Nikitich, you want to get out of a sordid bloody 
bllsuma with a clean shirt?" I can repeat this: "Do you d l y  
think, mused Smirnov, that yon will get out of this bloody busi- 
atma unscathed?" In reply to Mrachkovsky you said : Ynvention and 
slander," but later you did cunfeee to something. 
You admitted that the bloc war organid on the principle of the 
necessity of terrorism, and therefore you were one of the otgani~rs 
of the terrorist center. You received inatructions on terror from 
Trotsky. On that basis you developed terroristic criminal activities. 
Tm, yoar arrest hindered you aomewbat from taking part in the 
carrying out of t h n  activities; nevertheless you did all you possibly 
could to help these activities 
I want to remind you that the confrontation with Safonova during 
the preliminary investigation, which, in the main, reprodumd whst 
m saw in tbis hurt j  was very characteristic. Smirnov d m  not 
venture to deny Safwova'a evidence. He invents an elastic form of 
lies. He knows that Safonova will not slander him, Safonova was 
formerly his wife, and has no persona! udge against him; them 
fore, he unna plead a prsanal grudge. Bfe says: '1 do not ramem- 
ber", "evidently such a conversation may have taken lam". He 
is ashad: Was then an talk about organizing terrorism? \a replies: 
Them wm not, but &re might have been." "When now, maaling 
h W ,  he says: '? have nothing to reply to that", he ia guided 
by the game animal cowardh But on A w t  13 he was compelled 
to admit that thb convenation did take place in 1932, that he, 
Smirnov, bears full responalbility for this, and that now he does 
not intend to evade responsibility. 
1 now want to deal with Ter-Vaganyan. He, too, at first, adopted 
a position of denial; but on August 14 he ave more truthful evi- f deuce. Summing up his teetimony and his be evior in Court we can 
draw several definite deductions: we may consider it established that 
Ter-Vaganyan warn a member of the Trotskyite-Zinovievite center, 
that b took an active part in o r g u n g  the center, that he carried 
but the instructions of &e center on the basis of Trotsky's instruc- 
tions which were received through Smirnov, and of which he learned 
from Smirnov. He tries to assert that d u a l l y  he did nothing. But 
I must say beforehand that even if be "did nothing", what he did is 
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adcient  to deserve the penalty provided for ia Articles W, 19 
and 58*, 581L of the CriminaI Code. 
Noimi Lurye and Nathan Lurye. We have heurd Nathan I , u p ' a  
evidence of how he arrived here and for what purpose, of the work 
he carried on in pre aration for terroristic a* under the gddmoe P of Moissei Lurye, o how, in faot, he was racticall &a B U ~ O T  
to tbs group which had beea gatten he= Lore him by 
Franx Weitx, the fascist agent and a tnmed man of Hinder, &id 
of the famiat black secret mice, chief of the German S. S. &- 
merits aad, subsequently, d e f  of tfie German b p o .  
You remember all their evidence, and I do not think it L n a r y  
to deal with it in detail. It  ha^ been fulIy, cate ricall , and un- 
qunt iod ly  p r o d  tba Nathan Luryc md gai lT p~ 
ared to commit terroristic acts. They must bear f d  respon&Jxtp 
Po, this crime! 
When I spoke of the methoda by which thw gentlemen operated 
I altowed, tried to show, to what depths these people had sunk, 
marally and politically. And rhaps one of the most sttiking and 
characteristic proofs of the F epths of moral turpitude to which 
thee p le have sunk, of their lack of even those 'Cmord" prin- 
ciples an8ru1a of ~ n d u c t  by which eveu hardened climinals and 
gan ters are guided, ia what Reingold told ua about here, I refer 
to tf' eir plan to remove the tram of their foul crima 
Was it an accident, cornreids judgetit, that they, in expectation of 
s u d u l l y  carryin out their heiaons plan, intended to appoint 
none other than Bafay.v as chairrmn of the 0.G.P.U.-prmidy 
Bakayev, who is hown as a man filled with malicious h a d ,  M a 
resolute man, persevering and permatent, with a very strong will, 
strong character end a m h a ,  who would not stop st anything to 
achieve the aims which he had set himself! 
If some of the accused coolty planned to come to porn over 
mountains of cor of the h a t  people of our Soviet land, then 
$" Bakayev was per aps the m~ determined and mod impladle 
executor of this plan! It is precisely this man that they intended 
to appoint as chairman of the O.G.P.U. in the event of their plot 
being m c e ~ ~ f u l .  
I wilI not deal with the ludicrous distribution d  portfolio^ among 
the conspirators and terrorists. I merely em h& oace again that 
none other than Bakaycr vm intended for 1Ee p a t  of oh.irmn of 
the O.G.P.U. Zinoviev and bmmev did not exdude the p d i l i t y  
that the O.G.P.U. was in pomemion of the threads of the plot that 
they were hatching against the state, and, therefore, b y  considered 
it to be one of their most important trtsks to appoint Bakapv chair- 
man of the O.G.P.U. He was to obtain possession of all these hds 
and then destroy them, as well as the very people who c~rried out 
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ZinoPiav's and h e v ' s  imtrnctions. 
Kamenev and Zinovk do not d a y  the first part of thia, but they 
den the aseond part. That arecond part i~ too ghastly, and Zinmiw 
& l i t  ma U L B ~  from ~ula v w e .  ~ u t  do we not b o w  that thwc 
havs heen such amm@ea in hiatory? Do we not know certain neigh- 
boring statear in whch mch procedure haa been applied, h e  
partkipante in a plot mm physically exterminated by the hand of 
the organhrar of b plot, as was the cazm with Roehm and his 
henchman? 
Arxased Zinovh, you youreelf say that it was intended to appoint 
Eakayev to &a peat of chairmm of the O.G.P.U. in order to IW 
h i  for the purpose of remo the tram of yonr crime. Wby, 
then, L you sly tttia i~ frm7u1a ~ w c ?  YOU have dokn a 
faulty line of d e f e  
Thin is not very important for the cane; bi t  that is not the quwr- 
tion, that t not the point, Thia is one of tbe remarkable touches 
which chac&rim the pegple who aspired to the leadership of our 
It provea how fortanate we are that they were removed 
] d i p  in time! 
Zinoviev and Kamenev call this fantastic tales fr& the Arabian 
Nights. Bag by your leave, what about the murder of Zinovkv'~ 
m m e t q  Bogdan? What is that? A tale? Zinovief could not say 
anytbjng about that; but Reingold revealed it and Pickel con- 
firmed it. 
Zinoviev ~ ~ o m m e n d d  Bogdan to Bakayev as a suitable prwn 
to commit terroristic acts. 
ReingoId mid it, Pickel confirmed it, but Bskeyev vigorously 
deniea it md trim to mx e from it. But it is a fact which nobody 
can a x p e a  Reingold an d' Pickel hava rovem that Bogdan's "sui. 
cide" w.s really murder. It wu done by $alcayev on the hstmctiona 
of the united center! Won are hesitating to carry out the instruc- 
tions of oar united Trotskyite-Zinovievite center? Kill yourlrelf or ,  
else we will kill you." That is what Bakayev said to Bogdan, and 
Bogdan gave way. 
This waa the beginning of the execution of the plan drawn up by 
Zinoviev and Kamenev that was to be carried out in the e m t  of 
the tarrorhic plot turning out swcemful. Znoviev and Kamenev 
tried tq depict Bogdan's suicide as the fate of a %ctiml' of our 
Soviet re ime. But on y o u r s e ~ ~  drove Bogdan to suicide by con- 
fronting k m  with & dilemma: either to carry out a terroristic act 
or to commit suicide. 
Comradea judqee, if you Iink up this iaode with all the me&& 
of struggle, all the other method8 of "wo?en adopted by thin criminal 
gang, you will eaariIy understand the truthfulnees of the evidence 
given by Reingold and Pickel, who in this Court again and again 
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expoeed Zinoviev, Kamenev and Evdokimov as th perpetrators of 
a number of grave &mea 
Dogs Gont M d  SRo& AU Be Shot 
I now conclude, comrade judgw. The last hour ia appmackhg, 
hour of d o *  for thaw people who ham commi#sd gram 
crimes against ow great country. It in dm last hour of &&g 
Lor these p p b  who took u a h  oar W and most 
beloved, against the beloved f ?  eaders o our Party and our country, 
q a k t  Stab, Kaganovich, V o d o v ,  '&dm, Zhdanov, 
Postyahev, Kossiar and other leadera of ow Ian "d of vktorionm, - 
ing and flourish' new, racialist society. A ead and a b d  rW end 
awaits has prn3 who were once in ow &o@ t ~ y  
were never dietinguisld for either s t a u n h  or loyalty to the 
cause of wialim. 
- Just a few words more. Some of the accused hid to draw a 
araUel with the hiatoriclrl past, with d~ period of tha N d a y a  
tolya.  hay aicd to cornpro lomc people a the k i o  tsrrorista 
who in the Iast century entered into combat with the t d b h ,  om- ' nin and ruth ldy  c-I enemy, the tsarist g o v e m t .  Iu qswkhg 
of I akayev, or perhaps d Smirnov, tbe name of &mblmi was m- 
cioned here. Thia ument d m  not hold wates. 
That was IS stra waged by a handful of self-mdiaing cnthud. - asts againet the dame giant; it was a 6ght in the ' of h e  L kpa always oppord term-= mut 
to the sincerity and heroiwn of tbs mkmbere of tba 
arodnaya Volya. &&mi was not a Bolshevik, but ba, too, fought 
against tsarism and not 2- pwp'e- I You, however, a han ul of dom'ght counter-m~olati~ark, repwtatives of the vquard  of the international o o ~ - ~ o I ~ -  tion, you took np arms against the vanguard of the world proletariaa revolution! You took up arms a ainst the Iiberty and happinma of 
the peoples. The cormpariaon wi% the period of N d y a  Volp 
terrorism is shameIm. Filled with pes t for tbe -0 of &OW 
who in the ti- of tbe Narodna a 5" oIya -17 an 2 b l y ,  
I although employing, it ia true, Jeir own special, but alraya ir- reproachable methods, fought againat the tsa~ist a-cy for &rty -1 emphatically reject this wrilegious parallel I araIlel is out of lace here. Before ua are -dm, B Esrdcned, muel a ruthless towards our people, 
towards the leaders of our struggle, the  leader^ of the land of 
I 
Soviets, the leaders of the toilers of the whole world! 
The enemy ia c d g ,  A cunning enemy m u  not be spad.  The 
whole people rose to its feet aa soon as $assly became 
known. The whole people is quivering with mdignatioa and I, 'as 
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;he rcpmwmtative of the atate prosecution, join my an 
w a n t  voice of the state prmxutor, to the d l i n g  o the vo~ces 
of millions! 
F 
I want to  conclude by reminding you, comrade judges, of thoee 
demands which the law makes in eases of the grave8t crimes againat 
the state. I take the I h r  of reminding you that it is your duty, 
o m  you find t h e  peo e, all dxteen of them, guilty of crimes 
1 P aixlet the state, to app y to them in full measure thorn arhdes o thelaw which have been preferred ag&t them by the promation. 
I demand that dogs gone mad should h shot-very one of 
&em! 
The Verdict 
In the name of &a Union of Soviet Socialist Republics the 
Military ColIegium of the Supreme Court of the U.S.S.R, consisting 
of: 
M d e n t :  tbe President of the Militarv Collemum of the Su- 
reme Court of the U.S.S.R., Army ~ i l i t &  ~urist; Comrade V. V. 
Prtw 
~e&ra: The Vim-Prasidents of the Militarv Colleaium of the 
Supreme Court of the U,S.S.R, Army Corps ~ i l i t a r ~  Jurist, Com- 
rade I. L. Matdevich, and Divisional Military Jurist, Comrade I. T. 
Nikitchenko ; 
Jurist of First Rank, Comrade Kostyushko; 
State sor*ary: Prosecution resented by the Shte Attorney of the 
u.s.sr, camrada A. Y. &Zluky, 
in an open court seaion, in the city of M-w, on August 19-24, 
1936, heard the camz again&: 
1. Zinoviev, Grigory Ewyevich, born 1883, employee, eentenced 
on January 16, 1935, in the Zinovievite "Moscow center" cast to 
imprisonment for ten yeam in a m h  with Article 17 and 588 
of the Criminal Code of the R.S.F.S.R.; 
2, Kammv, IRV Borisovich, born 1883, employee, sentend on 
January 16, 1935, in the ZinoviePite "MOBCOW center" ease to im- 
priarwment for five years, in accordance with Article 17 and 58= 
of the Criminal Code of the R.S.F.S.R, aud again sentenced on July 
27, 1935, to im risonmnt for ten years in acoordance with Article 
17 and of % Criminal Code of the RS.F.S.R.; 
3. Evdokimw, Grigori Ecemeyevich, born 1889, employee, sen- 
t a n d  on January 16, 1935, in the Zinovievite uMoscow center" 
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case to im rieonment for eight years In a& with Axticle~ 17 
and Wrn o f t h e  Gimlnal Code of the RSSSIL; 
4. Bakayev, Ivan P~ovieb ,  born 1887, ermployea, mntend on 
January 16, 1935, in the Zi110vievite "Maaow oenhr" case to im. 
prisonment for eight years in aeeordanoe with Adcles 17 and 58* 
of the Criminal C o b  of the R.S.F.S.R; 
5. Mrachkovaky, Sergei Vitalievich, born 1883, empIoym; 
6. Ter-Vaginyan, V arshak Arutppnovich, born 1895, employee ; 
7. Smirnov, Iran ~Ztich, bmn 1880, employee; 
a11 seven being charged with having c o d e d  crimes c d  by.
ArricIes 58* and 58" of the Criminal Code of the RS.F.S.R 
8. Dreitzer, Ephim Alexandrovich, born 18% e~1pIope; 
9. Reingold, Isak Isayevidt, born 1897, employee; 
10. Pickel, Riehsrd Vitoldovich, born 1896, employee; 
11. Holman, Eduard Solomonovicb, born L882, employee; 
12. Fritz David, alias Krugliansky, nya-David farailevich, born 
1897, em loye; 
1 13. 0 I%, rg, VaIentine Pavlovich, born 1907, empIoyea; 
14 Berman-Yd, Konon brisovich, alias Alexander Fomich, 
I born 1901, em loym; 
I 15. Lurye, o h i  IIyich, alim Emel, Alexander, born 1897, 
I employee; 
Rb 
16. Lurye, Nathan h r e v i c h ,  born M I ,  employee 
all being charged with having committed mimes cornred by Artides 
I9 and W, 58" of the Criminal Code of tbe R,S.F.SA 
The preliminary and court indgatiom have e s t a b h b d  that: 
Xn the autumn of 1932, on the iastructiona of L Trotsky received 
by I. N. Smirnov, leader of the Trotskyite nndergrod o r g h -  
tion in the U.S.S.R., a union took plaoe between the T r o w t e  and 
Zinoviente underground counter-rwolutibm~ groups which formed 
a "united center" consbtin of Zinoviev, Kanseraev, Evdokimov and 
B.*.ysr (representing the %novievites), and of Smirnov. Tw-Vaga- 
nyan and Mracbkowky (repmutin the Trotekyitee) . f l'he union of these counter-rew utionary p u p s  was achieved 
on the bash of the use of individual terrox ageins! the leader8 of the 
C.P.S.U. and the Soviet Government. 
The Trotskyites and Zinovievites, on the direct inmctiom of 
Trotsk , rmeived by the "united center" through the accused Smir- 
nov, d l t m a n  and Dreitzer, in this period (1932-36) coneantrabd 
all their hostile activities against the Soviet Government and the 
C.P.S.U. on the organhatiun of terror agaiaet their leadera 
The Court has estabIisbed that the "united center*, on the direst 
instructions of L Trotsky and Zinoviev, organid and carried out 
on I k e m h r  1, 19% throngh tbe mediam of the underground ker- 
rorist JRningrad-ZinoviePite group of Nikolayev.Kolotynov, h e  
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fad rnarder of the membsr of the Presidium of the Cmtral E m  
utim Committes of tbe U.S.S.R. and member of the Central Com- 
mittes of the CP.S,U., Comrade Sergei Mironovich Erov. 
Not conW themaelm to the amwination of Comrade Kirav, 
Ihr  rots sky it^- ovinite center repared a number of terrorinic 
against ~ a n u t b  statin, ~ o u A o r ,  Manov, L M. ~.gvmich, 
Or'onikidee, Kossior and Postyak,  MI heateriah of the court investigation lad the conlnsionn of thr 
ad Zinovitw, Kamemev, Evdokimov, Bakapev, Mrachkovsky and 
D r e i i  haw established that L Trotsky, from abroad, and Zinoviev 
withip tbb muntry, arpedikd by eve means the preparations for 
the murder of Comrade S. M. Kirov. 7 or the purpose of expediting 
tbe murder of Comrade S. M. Kirov, Kamenev, in June, 1934, on 
the htruct ions of the united Trotskyite-Zinovievite center went to 
Leningrad wheM be conducted negotiations with the leader of one 
of the Leningrad terrorist groups, Yakovlev, whose case hae been 
set aside for a *parate bial, about the organization of this ter- 
rorjstic act again& Comrade Kirov. 
The Court bas also established that on the instructions of the 
''united enter" the a c c d  Bakayev, in November, 1934, also made 
a special journey to Leningrad to check up on the preparednm of 
the Lenin ad tarrorist group of Nikolayev-Kotolpov for the carry- r ing out o the amsination of Comrade Kirov. At a secret meting 
of the members of tbk Leningrad terrori~t groa 
report of LRonid Nikolayev, the murderer of gbF mrade Kirov, heard and, 
in the name of the united Trotskpite-Zinovievite cater, gave him 
hits accomplices a number of practical instructions concern 
organization of the amassination of Comrade S. M. Kimv. 
in wnfomity with these inatructions that L. Nikolayw and 
w m p l i  committed the f o d  murder of Comrade S. M. Ki 
Deoamber 1, 1934. 
Tim court has also d l i a h e d  that in 1934, the aacused Bakayev, 
Reingold and Dreitzer, H accordance with the deciwona of the 
"united cenkr", twice tried to make an attempt on the life of Com- 
rade Stalin. 
In order the more sucw~~ful ly  to commit ihe terroristic acts 
Ianoed b the "united ce.ntery' it organized ia 1933 in the city of 
h m o ,  &e so-calleb "Moscow terroria center", cond~tiog of the 
accused Reingold, PicW and h i - ,  under the direct guidance of 
the awud  Bakayev, a member of the "united center". 
The "mired center" inamcted the accused Bakayev to make 
practid reparations for the aminat ion of Comrade% Stalin and 
Kirov, an i it in~tructed Dreitzer, a member of the "Moscow terrorist 
center" to organize a terroristic act against Comrade Vornshiiov. 
Not codning himself to the organization of a number of terroristic 
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acta against the leaders of ths Soviet government and the CP.S.U. 
under the immsdilts dimtion of the 'k i ted mtm", L. Troolrp, in . the period of 1932.36, was sy&mathdly d i n g  a n& o ter- 
rclrista into the U.S,SJL from abroad for the s a m ~  
In Nonmbr, 1982.1 Trobky stmi to the u J ~ ~ w -  
Y h  and Fritz David; and More Imvhg, aha h b r  received from ' L. Trotsky pemnal instractions with regard to tbe orpht ion  of - the wassination of Comrade Stalio. 
In the same year, 1932, L Trotsky mt to M m w  from Berlh 
the terrorist Natbaa Lurye. In oonjunetim wi& Frrm4 Weitz, agent 
of the Gestapo and a person trusted by H h d m ,  now chief of the 
Gestapo ( F r w  Weih was tben living in ICPoimw m r k  ha g u h  
of a foreign spbeialiat), N a b  L q e  made pm matiom for at- 
tsmpts on the Lins of Comadm Sulin, ~moadov,  Kag..nmich 
and Orjonikidza 
In the winter of 1932-33, after the departure of Fraw Wsitx from 
' Moscow, Nathan Lurye and hia terrorist group c o d n w d  the pm ara- 
tion of thw terroristic acts jointly with tbe a o c d  M d s d  f urpe 
who arrived in Moscow from Berlin in 1933, and who had a h  re. 
caived from Trohky htmctions to expedite terroristic acts agaim 
the Ieaders of the Soviet Government and the C.P3.U. 
In 19% wbile at h l y a b s b i ,  Nathan Lurye tried to make an 
attem t on the livee of Comradm Kagmovieh rrad Orjonikib. 
~ ind&,  the mid Nathan L q e ,  an Ma 1,1936, on ths instmation 
of, snd by pmiom agreement with do-i L-, ekd to make 
an attempt on the life of Comrade Zbdanov during tbe First of May 
demonatration in Lenqrad. 
In the summer of 1935, L. Txotaky, throu wn L Sedov, 
aent to u.s.S.R from Beth the terrorist$. O l h  d o  
a false pasaport issued in the name of ii subject of ib. &lio of 
Honduras. V. Olberg obtained thin paseprt with the aid of the 
German wcret olim, the Geata o, ha* first r e c e i d  fbe c o m a ~ t  
of L Tmdy,  Lough th lsttare mn, d o v ,  to utilize th aabbmce 
of the thermsn 8ecret olice in this matter, 
On arriving in ths ~ S . S . R  V.OIbsrg eBtablished -tact with tba 
' counter-revolurionary Trotskyite terrorist group in rhe citg of Gorki, 
and trained a n&r of terrorists who were to commit a terroristic 
act against the leadere of tbe Soviet government and the CP3.U. 
in the Red Square in M w w  on May 1, 1936. 
The court invesrigationv has alao establidd that 8imuhansomly 
with the pre aratioa of t e ~ ~ ~ r b t i c  acb againat Gmsdee %.ah, 
V O I M ~ ~ I O V ,  L w v ,  Kaganovid md h j d d z e ,  th. ~mt+ite 
Zinovievitc terrorist center made p arationa for mr:U acta 
againat Comrada Komior and ~ a e v  tbroz th. medium of 
the Ukrainian termriot group operating lmder dimtion of the 
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T r w t e  Mukhin, whose cam has been ~ e t  aside for separate trial. 
Thus it ia mtabllished that 
1. G. E. Ziaoviev; 
2. L. R Kamenev; 
3. G. E. F d v o ~ o v ;  
4 I. P. Bakayev; 
5. S. V. Mrachlrovsky; 
6. V. A. Ter-Vaganyan and 
7. I. N. Smirnov 
are guilty of: 
(a) Having organid the united 'I'rotskyite-Znovievite terrorist 
center for the nrpose of assassinating the lesders of the Soviet 1 government an of the C.P.S.U., 
(b) Having repared, and on December 1, 1934, perpetrated the 
fonl murder o P Comrade S. M. Kirov t h o  the medium of the v Leningrad nnderground terrorist group of Ni olayev-Kotolynov and 
others sentenced on D&r 29, 1934, by the Military CoIlegim 
of the Supreme Court of the U.S.S.R. 
(a )  Having organized a number of terrorist group who made 
reparations to amwainate Comrade Stah, Voroshilov, nhm, 
R, anovich, Orjonikidq Kmior and Postydxv-i.e., crime- 
covered by Articles and 5811 of the Criminal Code of the 
R.S.F.S.R 
8. E A. Dreitzer; 
9, I. I. Reingold; 
10. R V* Pickel; 
11. E. S. Hohman ; 
12. Fritz David (KrugliansIry, Ilya-David Israilevich) ; 
13. v. P. OIhg; 
18. K. B. Beman-Yurin; 
15. M. I. Lurye (Emel, Alexander) and' 
16 N. L. Lurye 
are g d t y  of having been, whib members of the underground coun- 
ter-revolutionary terrorist Trohkyite-Zin wievite organization, active 
participants in the preparations for the amassination of the leaders 
of the Party and the avernment, Comrades Stalin, Voroshilov, 
adanor, Kaganovich, & j ; j . ~ & ,  Koseior and Postyshev, 
i-e., mimes covered by Artitlee 19 and 58,@ 58" of the Criminal 
Code of the R.S.F.S.R. 
On the basis of the above, and guided by Articles 319 and 320 
of the Code of Criminal Procedure of the RS.F.S.R., the Military 
Cellegim of the Supreme Court of the U.S.S.R. 
Sen-: 
1. Zinoviev, Grigori Eveeyevich 
2. Kamenev, Lev Borisovich 
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la Fria Dawid (-, Ily~t-David I d l m h h )  .5' U. o h ,  valentine pad* 
' l?L Berman-Yurin, Kmon himidl 
. j 15. L w  M O M  A l - k )  and 
fi la L ~ B  N& 
all to ths nupram p e n a l t y 4  be ht, and all' prom -17 
b s l a n g i n g t o t b a m t o b e ~  
k D d d o v i o h T m t s L y , d h i e ~ L m L v o v i v D h S s d w , ~  
abroad convicted by tlse evidenca of tha ammd I. N. Smirnw, 
& S. H o l m  Dreimr, V. 0 Frh David (I .I. -) % and Bmman-Ywin, and also by maoarials iu dm 
an having directly prepared and pmmally &&d ths o q d a a t b  
, 1 in tbe USSR of terroristic a& against the Ieadwe of ths 42S.U. 
and the Soviet Stace, are subject, in the event of rhair being d b  
\ covered on the territo of the U.SSJl, to h d i a b  armt d 7 trial by the Military Co legium of the Supreme Court of tbt U.S.S& 
Pretidinp i 
(Signed I 
I. MATULEWCH 
b'ic*-Prt&dsnt or Mc Milky cdhghm 
of * 3- COW 01 the uss.n 
Army Corn  M i h w  Jurist 
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